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Abstract

In Hindi-Urdu, T(ense) can agree with non-overtly case-marked subjects or ob-
jects. Despite being controlled by the same head and being sensitive to the same mor-
phological properties of the agreement target, agreement inside conjunction structures
reveals differences between subjects and objects: agreement with objects is sensitive
to linear proximity, while agreement with subjects is not. This difference shows itself
in two sets of conjunction structures: agreement with conjoined subjects and objects,
and agreement in Right Node Raising. This difference between agreement with co-
ordinated subjects and objects is addressed in terms of two questions: why does object
agreement not access the same features as subject agreement, and how does it access
the features of the closest NP in the coordinated object. We argue that the answers to
these questions show that agreement is largely syntactic, but that post-syntactic pro-
cesses can be recruited for agreement when syntactic processes have failed to value
agreement in the syntax. The inaccessibility of certain features to agreement with
objects follows from Bhatt’s (2005) proposal that agreement with subjects assigns
case, but agreement with objects is agreement with an already case-licensed argument.
While T-agreement can access theφ -features of subjects, case assignment to the ob-
ject prior to T-agreement deactivates the object’sφ -features so that T can match their
features but is not valued by them. Post-syntactic processes use the matching relation
between T and the inactive features of objects to retrieve values for T. This process is
sensitive to linear proximity.

1 Introduction

The location of agreement in the grammar has been the topic ofconsiderable debate re-
cently. Bobaljik (2008) argues that agreement is an entirely post-syntactic process, while
other approaches (Chomsky 1999, Bošković 2009) locate it entirely within the syntactic
system. More recently, data from agreement with conjoined noun phrases has played an
important role in this debate. In this domain we find closest conjunct agreement (CCA), a
phenomenon whose seeming sensitivity to linear proximity indicates a post-syntactic com-
ponent to agreement (Benmamoun 1996, Benmamoun et al. 2009,Marušǐc et al. 2007).
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1 INTRODUCTION

However, numerous attempts have been made to reduce the apparent sensitivity to linear
order to other facts like a reduction of largere conjuncts (Aoun et al. 1994), properties of
the syntactic structure of conjunctions (e.g. Bahloul and Harbert 1992, Benmamoun 1992,
Boškovíc 2009, Doron 2000, Johannessen 1996, 1998, van Koppen 2005,2007, Munn 1993,
1999), or the way agreement and movement interact (Bošković 2009) in order to avoid ex-
plicit reference to linear order in the syntactic component.

This paper contributes to this debate by introducing a new set of data from agreement
in conjunction structures in Hindi-Urdu, that shows that ananalysis of agreement in Hindi-
Urdu has to refer to pre- as well as post-syntactic processes. Hindi-Urdu is a split erga-
tive/absolutive language that allows one agreement trigger, T, to agree with either subjects
or objects depending on aspect. Despite being controlled bythe same head and being ex-
pressed by the same morphemes, agreement with subjects and objects interacts differently
with conjoined arguments. Agreement with subjects is resolved agreement, but agreement
with objects is CCA. In addition, we present a new set of data from Right Node Raising
(RNR) showing that this differences between agreement withsubjects and objects extends
from the more familiar conjunct agreement involving conjoined noun phrases to larger con-
junction structures. We show that these differences receive an explanation if subject agree-
ment is calculated entirely in the syntactic component, butagreement with objects is the
result of syntactic as well as post-syntactic operations. We propose that agreement with
subjects and objects differs because when T agrees with an object, the features of the ob-
ject that would normally have been accessed, those on &P, have already been deactivated
by object case assignment and cannot value T agreement. Our proposal resembles previ-
ous ones (Badecker 2007, Marušič et al. 2007, Bošković 2009) in that CCA happens when
syntactic agreement with the whole conjunction cannot completely value the agreement
probe, but derives this inability in a different way. While syntactic processes make resolved
agreement impossible with objects, post-syntactic processes give rise to CCA. We consider
CCA to be a process whereby the grammar provides features forheads that can morpho-
logically express them but have failed to value them in the syntax. Analyzing some aspects
of agreement with objects as syntactic and others as post syntactic also accounts for other
differences between the two. While only T is syntactically active as an agreement con-
troller, participles and other verbal forms that morphologically express agreement features
are relevant for the computation of CCA. The division between syntactic and morpholog-
ical aspects of agreement also accounts for constraints on morphological identity that are
otherwise puzzling. Attributing CCA to post-syntactic processes is thus not a move of con-
venience to cover facts that are difficult to explain syntactically, but explains why agreement
with subjects and objects differs in ways other than sensitivity to linear order.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents the data from
Hindi-Urdu. Sections 3 and 4 present the core of the proposal. Section 3 presents the
syntactic part of the proposal that explains why agreement with objects cannot access the
same features as agreement with subjects. Section 4 presents the post-syntactic part of the
proposal including how CCA is resolved and why matching effects arise in bidirectional
agreement. Sections 5 shows how the proposal extends to subject-object asymmetries in
RNR, in particular the sensitivity of agreement with objects to linear proximity. Section 6
discusses previous approaches and potential alternative explanations. Section 7 concludes
and outlines further directions for research.
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2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

a. Past: b. Present: c. Participial:

SG: PL: SG: PL: SG: PL:

M : th-aa th-e
hai hã̃ı

-yaa -ye
F: th-ii th-ı̃: -yii

Table 1: Paradigms of present and past tense auxiliaries andparticipial agreement.

2 Asymmetries between Agreement with Subjects and Objects

This section presents data from agreement with conjoined arguments and in RNR in Hindi-
Urdu illustrating that: (i) agreement with subjects and agreement with objects access the
agreement target in different ways, and (ii) the resolutionof agreement with objects is
sensitive to linear proximity between agreement trigger and target. These findings are all
the more surprising because agreement with subjects and objects is controlled by the same
head, T.

Observation (i) will be supported by differences between agreement with subjects and
objects. While conjoined subjects give rise toresolved agreementreflecting the features of
the whole conjunction, conjoined objects give rise to CCA. Put differently: T cannot access
the features of the whole conjunction on objects. Agreementwith subjects in RNR gives
rise to matching effects such that the subjects in the RNR-conjuncts have to have the same
features. Agreement with objects does not show matching effects. Again, agreement with
subjects and objects accesses features differently.

Observation (ii) is supported by the possibility of CCA withconjoined objects but not
conjoined subjects, and the possibility to agree with the closest object in RNR contexts, but
not with the closest subject.

The section is organized as follows. Section 2.1 introducesthe relevant aspects of the
Hindi-Urdu agreement system. Section 2.2 presents the facts CCA vs. resolved agreement
with conjoined objects and subjects. Section 2.3 presents data from a phenomenon we call
Bidirectional Agreement, a combination of FCA and LCA that arises when conjoined ob-
jects appear between two agreeing elements. These configurations also give rise to matching
effects. Section 2.4 introduces the facts about RNR. Section 2.5 discusses further properties
of CCA in Hindi-Urdu that differentiate it from CCA phenomena in other languages.

2.1 The Basic Agreement Paradigm

In the clausal domain, Hindi-Urdu has one agreement controller, T, that can show person,
number and gender agreement. For reasons discussed in the context of Differential Object
Marking below, we limit the discussion to number and gender agreement here and leave
person agreement aside. Hindi-Urdu has two numbers and two genders. The past tense
auxiliary th- shown in Table 1a. has distinct forms for all four combinations of number
and gender. Other agreement markers show varying amounts ofsyncretism. The present
tense auxiliaryh- distinguishes only number, but not gender. Agreement markers on par-
ticiples (habitual, perfective/passive, progressive) and infinitives distinguish singular and
plural forms for masculine, but not feminine. This is illustrated for the perfective/passive
marker in Table 1c. The syncretism in these paradigms will come to matter in several places
below.

Agreement on T is controlled by the most prominent non-overtly case-marked argu-
ment. In sentences like (1), where both subject and object are non-overtly case marked, this
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2.1 The Basic Agreement Paradigm 2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

is the subject.

(1) Subject and object non-overtly case-marked:1

ve
those

lar.kiyã:

girl.F.PL

akhbaar
newspaper.M

par.h-tii
read-HAB .F

thı̃:
be.PST.F.PL

‘Those girls used to read (a/the) newspaper.’

When the subject receives overt case marking like ergative -ne in (2a) or dative -ko in (2b),
agreement is with the object.

(2) Only object is non-overtly case-marked:

a. Rahul-ne
Rahul.M-ERG

kitaab
book.F

par.h-ii
read-PFV.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rahul had read the book.’

b. Ram-ko
Ram.M-DAT

ek
a

ghazal
ghazal.F

likhn-ii
write.INF-F

hai
be.PRS.SG

‘Rina has to write a ghazal’

When both subject and object are overtly case marked, neither of them controls agreement
and the verb takes singular masculine agreement. This situation arises in the context of
Differential Object Marking (DOM, Butt 1993, Aissen 2003),which has the same morpho-
logical marking as the dative -ko, (3).

(3) Subject and object overtly case marked:

lar.kiyõ-ne
girls.F-ERG

kitaabõ-ko
book.F.PL-DOM

par.h-aa
read-PFV.M .SG

thaa
be.PST.M .SG

‘The girls had read the books.’

First and second person pronouns obligatorily receive DOM,making them inaccessible for
agreement. For this reason, person agreement with objects cannot be investigated in Hindi-
Urdu and the discussion here will be limited to third person subjects and objects.

Besides auxiliaries in T, elements along the extended verbal projection (e.g. the habitual
-tii participle in (1), the perfective participle in (2a)) expressφ -agreement. These elements
always agree with the same goal as T, but do not make all the morphological distinctions
the present tense auxiliaryth- makes (see Table 1). In the following we will be using
participial agreementas a stand-in for the agreement of these other elements. Bhatt (2005)
argues based on facts from Long Distance Agreement (LDA) that participial agreement is
parasitic on the agreement of T. LDA can involve agreeing verbs in subordinate clauses,
e.g.kaat.-nii in (4a). Another option in such contexts is not to agree, (4b), in which case
all agreement markers take on masculine singular morphology. In potential LDA contexts,
either all agreeing elements agree with the same target, or none of them agree at all. There
is never a split where some verbs/auxiliaries agree and somedo not, (4c), as would be
expected if the participles were independent agreement triggers.

1Abbreviations:F: feminine,M: masculine,SG: singular,PL: plural,PST: past,PRS: present,MOD: modal,
PFV: perfective,IMP: imperfective,PROG: progressive,HAB: habitual, INF: infinitive, ERG: ergative,DAT:
dative,DOM: differential object marking (formally identical toDAT).
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2.2 Conjunct Agreement 2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

(4) a. Shahrukh-ne
Shahrukh-ERG

[t.ehnii
branch.F

kaat.-nii ]
cut-INF.F

chaah-ii
want-PFV.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Shahrukh had wanted to cut the branch.’

b. Shahrukh-ne
Shahrukh-ERG

[t.ehnii
branch.F

kaat.-naa]
cut-INF.M .SG

chaah-aa
want-PFV.M .SG

thaa
be.PST.M .SG

‘Shahrukh had wanted to cut the branch.’

c. * Shahrukh-ne
Shahrukh-ERG

[t.ehnii
branch.F

kaat.-nii ]
cut-INF.F

chaah-aa
want-PFV.M .SG

thaa
be.PST.M .SG

‘Shahrukh had wanted to cut the branch.’ (Bhatt 2005:761)

Bhatt proposes that this dependency arises because T establishes a relation with the unin-
terpretableφ -features of intermediate agreeing projections along the way when it probes,
(5). This does not value the features of T or ASP, but establishes a relation between them
that leads to covaluation once T finds a goal with valued features.

(5) T[uφ ]. . . ASP[uφ ]. . . PART[uφ ]. . . DPDO[φ ]

Based on the fact that agreement with subjects and objects iscontrolled by the same
head, is sensitive to the same morphological properties of the agreement target and is ex-
pressed by the same affixes, previous analyses have pursued aunified analysis of the two.
Hindi-Urdu does not have subject and object agreement as separate processes controlled by
separate probes. Rather, the same head agrees with either the subject or the object (or noth-
ing), depending solely on the properties of the agreement targets. The differences between
agreement with subjects and objects to be discussed next cantherefore not be attributed to
differences in the agreement controller.

2.2 Agreement with Conjoined Subjects and Objects

Agreement with objects and subjects differs when the agreement target is a conjunction.
While agreement with subjects is resolved agreement, agreement with objects is with the
closest conjunct (see also Benmamoun et al. 2009, Bhatia 2011).2

Conjoined subjects always showresolved agreementin number, i.e. plural, indicating
that T-agreement targets a projection that represents the features of the whole conjunction,
(6).

(6) a. M .SG + M .SG: agreement =M .PL

Ram
Ram.M

aur
and

Ramesh
Ramesh.M

gaa
sing

{ rahe
{ PROG.M .PL

hã̃ı
be.PRS.PL

/
/
*rahaa
* PROG.MSG

hai}
be.PRS.SG}

‘Ram and Ramesh are singing.’

b. F.SG + M .SG: agreement =M .PL

Sita
Sita.F

aur
and

Ramesh
Ramesh.M

gaa
sing

{ rahe
{ PROG.MPL

hã̃ı
be.PRS.PL

/
/
*rahaa
* PROG.MSG

hai}
be.PRS.SG}

‘Sita and Ramesh are singing.’

c. M .SG + F.SG: agreement =M .PL (alsoF.SG+M .SG=M .PL)

2The pattern of agreement described in this paper is largely identical to that described by Bhatia. The one
difference is that Bhatia (2011:242) notes that resolved agreement with objects becomes more available with
determiners other thanek ‘one’ and conjuncts without determiners.
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2.2 Conjunct Agreement 2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

Ram
Ram.M

aur
and

Sita
Sita.F

gaa
sing

{ rahe
{ PROG.M .PL

hã̃ı
be.PRS.PL

/
/
*rahii
* PROG.F

hai}
be.PRS.SG}

‘Ram and Sita are singing.’

d. F.SG + F.SG: agreement =F.PL/M .PL

Mona
Mona.F

aur
and

Sita
Sita.F

gaa
sing

{{ rahii3

{{ PROG.F
/
/
rahe}
PROG.M .PL}

hã̃ı
be.PRS.PL

/
/
*rahaa
* PROG.M .SG

hai}
be.PRS.SG}

‘Ram and Sita are singing.’

The situation for gender is more complicated. Masculine agreement is possible in all
combinations of number and gender, even when both conjunctsare feminine in (6d). This
might be taken to show that there is a general mechanism of default gender agreement with
conjunctions. We believe the situation is different. On theone hand, masculine agreement
with feminine conjuncts is only possible when the conjunctsare animate. With inanimate
conjuncts, (7), masculine agreement is impossible.

(7) ek
a

imlii
tamarind

aur
and

ek
a

laukii
gourd

sukh{ *-e/
dry{-PROG.M .PL/

-ii }
-PROG.F}

hã̃ı
be.PRS.PL

‘A tamarind and a gourd were drying.’

Furthermore, the use of masculine agreement with feminine targets is limited to conjunc-
tions. Unconjoined feminine subjects and objects always control feminine agreement. Both
of these data argue against there being a general mechanism by which gender agreement
can be absent. Further evidence against a default analysis of the masculine agreement in
(6d) is that it has a very different status from the default agreement in examples like (3) or
masculine agreement in examples (6a–c). Rather than being adefault, the use of mascu-
line in (6d) is a sociolinguistic choice with a communicative impact. We suspect that the
availability of masculine agreement in (6d) arises from optionality in the computation of
resolved gender features. Resolved gender features can either be computed or not, subject
to an animacy restriction, leading to feminine or masculineagreement respectively. This
grammatical optionality is exploited by speakers for communicative purposes. Given this
special status, the availability of masculine agreement in(6d) should not be treated as the
same phenomenon as the masculine agreement in (6a–c).

We take the availability of feminine agreement in (6d) as evidence that the resolution
algorithm that computes the features of the whole conjunction from the properties of the
conjuncts, can compute gender features for the whole conjunction when all conjuncts have
the same gender, and that these features can be accessed by T-agreement. The status of
the masculine agreement in (6a–c) is more ambiguous becausewe cannot tell whether the
masculine agreement arises from valuation of masculine agreement, or is a default mascu-
line as in (3). The first option would arise if the resolution mechanism generated masculine
features on &P even when the conjuncts have mismatching genders. Marušǐc et al. (2007)
in their discussion of Sloveninan draw into doubt that gender resolution of this kind is pos-
sible, and argue that &P lacks gender features. If so, the masculine agreement in (6a–c)
could be a default form resulting from the failure to value gender by agreement with &P.
Default gender agreement could also be the result of a process similar to the proposal by

3The formrahii is ambiguous between feminine singular and feminine plural, like the participial agreement
forms in Table 1c.
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2.2 Conjunct Agreement 2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

Boškovíc (2009, see Section 6.2), who proposes that under certain circumstances the probe
successively agrees with all conjuncts, leading to defaultagreement when the conjuncts’
features mismatch. We do not know of a way of distinguishing these possibilities, but the
first two presuppose that T-agreement accesses the resolvedfeatures of the conjunction in
the process of gender agreement and nothing else. If so, gender agreement parallels number
agreement in being computed by reference to the resolved features of the conjunction.4

In summary, number agreement with subjects always targets the resolved features of the
conjunction, and gender agreement plausibly does so too.

With objects on the other hand agreement is typically with the closest conjunct in num-
ber and gender, resolved agreement being at least severely degraded. When the conjoined
object precedes the verbal complex, Last Conjunct Agreement (LCA) is observed (8/9).

(8) Last Conjunct Agreement 1: DP[X] & DP[M .SG]. . . V.PART[M .SG]

a. . . . [F.SG + M .SG]. . . V.PART.M .SG

Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek
a

thailii
bag.F

aur
and

ek
a

baksaa
box.M

(aaj)
(today)

ut.haa{-yaa
lift{- PFV.M .SG

/
/
*-yii
*- PFV.F

/
/

???-ye}
???-PFV.M .PL}

‘Ram lifted a small bag and a box (today).’

b. . . . [F.PL + M .SG]. . . V.PART.M .SG

Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

kai
many

thailiyã:

bags.F
aur
and

ek
a

baksaa
box.M

(aaj)
(today)

ut.haa{ -yaa
lift{- PFV.M .SG

/
/
*-yii
*- PFV.F

/
/

???-ye}
???-PFV.M .PL}

‘Ram lifted many small bags and a box (today).’

c. . . . [M .SG + M .SG]. . . V.PART.M .SG

Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek
a

thailaa
bag.M

aur
and

ek
a

baksaa
box.M

(aaj)
(today)

ut.haa{ -yaa
lift{- PFV.M .SG

/
/
??-ye}
??-PFV.M .PL}

‘Ram lifted a bag and a box. (today)’

d. . . . [M .PL + M .SG]. . . V.PART.M .SG

Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

kai
many

thaile
bags.M

aur
and

ek
a

baksaa
box.M

(aaj)
(today)

ut.haa{ -yaa
lift{- PFV.M .SG

/
/
??-ye}
??-PFV.M .PL}

‘Ram lifted many bags and a box.’

(9) Last Conjunct Agreement 2: DP[X] & DP[ F.SG] . . . V.PART [F] AUX[F.SG]

a. . . . [F.SG + F.SG]. . . V.PART.F AUX[F.SG]

4We are not considering here explanations of default agreement in terms of agreement simply not applying,
see Preminger (2010, 2011) for extensive argument against such a treatment of non-agreement. If gender
agreement were somehow optional, one would expect it to be absent more commonly. The opposite is the case.
When agreement is with an unconjoined argument, like the feminine subject in (1) or the feminine objects
in (3), gender agreement is obligatory. Examples (1) and (3)are ungrammatical with masculine agreement.
The same is true of CCA with objects and agreement with the closest object in RNR to be discussed below.
In both of these environments, absence of gender agreement leads to ungrammaticality. Matching effects in
bidirectional agreement and subject agreement in RNR strengthen this point. If gender agreement was in some
sense optional, there should be derivations for the gender based matching effects in (16a) and (19b) where
gender agreement has not applied and matching effects are absent. This is not the case.
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2.2 Conjunct Agreement 2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek
a

thailii
bag.F

aur
and

ek
a

pet.ii
box.F

(aaj)
(today)

{ ut.haa-yii
{lift- PFV.F

thii/
be.PST.F.SG/

??ut.haa-yii
lift- PFV.F

th̃ı:/
be.PST.F.PL/

???ut.haa-ye
lift- PFV.M .PL

the}
be.PST.M .PL}

‘Ram had lifted a small bag and a box (today).’

b. . . . [F.PL + F.SG]. . . V.PART.F AUX[F.SG]

Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

kai
many

thailiyã:

bags.F
aur
and

ek
a

pet.ii
box.F

(aaj)
(today)

{ ut.haa-yii
{lift- PFV.F

thii/
be.PST.F.SG/

??ut.haa-yii
lift- PFV.F

th̃ı:/
be.PST.F.PL/

???ut.haa-ye
lift- PFV.M .PL

the}
be.PST.M .PL}

‘Ram had lifted many bags and a box (today).’

c. . . . [M .SG + F.SG]. . . V.PART.F AUX[F.SG]

Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek
a

thailaa
bag.M

aur
and

ek
a

pet.ii
box.F

(aaj)
(today)

{ ut.haa-yii
{lift- PFV.F

thii/
be.PST.F.SG/

??ut.haa-yii
lift- PFV.F

th̃ı:/
be.PST.F.PL/

???ut.haa-ye
lift- PFV.M .PL

the}
be.PST.M .PL}

‘Ram had lifted a bag and a box (today).’

d. . . . [M .PL + F.SG]. . . V.PART.F AUX[F.SG]

Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

kai
many

thaile
bags.M

aur
and

ek
a

pet.ii
box.F

(aaj)
(today)

{ ut.haa-yii
{lift- PFV.F

thii/
be.PST.F.SG/

??ut.haa-yii
lift- PFV.F

th̃ı:/
be.PST.F.PL/

???ut.haa-ye
lift- PFV.M .PL

the}
be.PST.M .PL}

‘Ram had lifted many bags and a box (today).’

Additional evidence that agreement with objects does not access the resolved features of
the conjunction comes from gender agreement with objects with all feminine conjuncts.
Example (6d) shows that subjects with all feminine conjuncts allow masculine agreement
when the conjuncts are animate (compare (7)). We attributedthis to the optional absence
of gender resolution in the conjunction. If CCA was sensitive to the resolved features, one
might expect that agreement with conjoined feminine animate objects might allow mascu-
line agreement at least marginally. This is not so as shown in(10).

(10) Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek
a

phaalvaalii
fruit.seller.F

aur
and

ek
a

duudhvaalii
milk.seller.F.SG

{ dekhii
{see.PFV.F

thii/
be.PST.F.SG/

??dekhii
see.PFV.F

th̃ı:/
be.PST.F.PL/

*dekha
see.PFV.M .SG

tha/
be.PST.M .SG/

*dekhe
see.PFV.M .PL

the}
be.PST.M .PL}

‘Ram had seen a fruit seller and a milk seller.’

NeitherM .PL norF.PL is possible, indicating further that resolved agreement isnot an option
with objects. We do not have an explanation of the contrast betweenF.PL (??) andM .PL

(*).
The presence of the adverbaaj, ‘today,’ between the verb and the conjoined objects in

(8/9) shows that strict adjacency is not necessary for CCA (also Benmamoun et al. 2009:79).
Other material like the dative in (11) can also appear between the object and the verbal
complex.
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2.2 Conjunct Agreement 2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

(11) Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek
a

akhbaar
newspaper.M

aur
and

ek
a

kitaab
book.F

un-ke
their.PL-GEN.PL

maalik-ko
owner-DAT

laut.aa
return

dii
give.PFV-F.SG,

‘Ram returned a newspaper and a book to their owner.’5

The kind of material that can appear between objects and the verbal complex is somewhat
limited due to the interaction of scrambling and DOM. Scrambling the object to the left
makes a specific interpretation more likely and with it DOM, which blocks agreement.

Contexts where the object follows the verbal complex show that agreement is with the
closestrather than thelast conjunct. Benmamoun et al. (2009:77) report that First Conjunct
Agreement (FCA) arises, (12a).

(12) a. us-ne
he-ERG

kharid-ii
buy.PERF-F.SG

kursii
chair.F.SG

aur
and

sofa
sofa.M .SG

‘He bought the chair and the sofa’ (abbreviated from Benmamoun et al.
2009:77)

b. Mona-ne
Mona-ERG

bazaar-me
bazaar-in

dekh-aa
see.PERF-M .SG

th-aa
be.PST-M .SG

ek
a

ghor.aa
horse.M .S

aur
and

kai
many

kutte
dogs.M .PL

‘Mona had seen a horse and many dogs in the market.’

As Benmamoun et al. point out, Hindi-Urdu differs in this respect from languages like
Arabic (for discussion of CCA in three varieties of Arabic see Aoun et al. 1994) that show
FCA in VS-order, but not LCA in SV-order.

The asymmetry of resolved agreement with subjects and CCA with objects is also found
in the closely related languages Marathi (Ashwini Deo p.c.)and Punjabi (Bhatia 1993, Bai-
ley and Cummings 1994). Marathi also shares the alternatingpattern of LCA and FCA
shown above, Bhatia (1993) and Bailey and Cummings (1994) donot report relevant exam-
ples for FCA in Punjabi. This suggests that the patterns of agreement discussed here have
wider currency within this language family.

The asymmetry between subjects and objects shows that T-agreement accesses them
differently. While the features of the whole conjunction are accessible to agreement on
subjects, they appear to be inaccessible on objects. Instead, agreement with object accesses
the features of one of the peripheral conjuncts.6,7

5We thank Hubert Truckenbrodt for directing us towards this type of example.
6A reviewer asks whether there is a difference in how agreement with subjects and objects is treated in

the prescriptive traditions of Hindi-Urdu such that there is prescriptive pressure for subject agreement to be
resolved, but no such pressure of agreement with objects. Weare not aware of any such pressures. For Punjabi,
even a clearly didactic work like Bailey and Cummings (1994)reports the different treatment of agreement
with subjects and objects.

7We are focussing here on the behavior of transitive subjects. The situation with intransitive subjects is
slightly more complex. Unergative subjects behave like transitive subjects in controlling resolved agreement.
Unaccusative subjects on the other hand allow CCA under limited conditions. We leave the exploration of
unaccusative subjects for further research.
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2.3 Bidirectional Agreement 2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

2.3 Bidirectional Agreement

A further instance of the subject object asymmetry is found when subjects and objects are
sandwiched between two agreeing elements like an auxiliaryand a participle. Agreement
with subjects, expectedly, leads to resolved agreement, while agreement with objects leads
to bidirectional agreement, a combination of FCA and LCA. Bidirectional agreement, how-
ever, is not freely available, but shows morphological matching effects.

Word orders where subjects or objects appear between and auxiliary can be generated
either by scrambling the argument between the elements of the verbal complex as in (13),
or by scrambling a VP containing an argument and the participle to the right of the auxiliary
as in (14). The latter order has an emphatic feel. Participles and auxiliaries are in bold face.

(13) V[S&S]Aux:

a. yeh
this

gaana
song

gaa-te
sing-HAB .M .PL

to
TOP

Ram
Ram

aur
and

{ Ramesh/
{Ramesh/

Gita}
Gita.F}

the
be.PST.M .PL

‘It used to be Ram.M and {Ramesh.M / Gita} who sang this song.’

b. * yeh
this

gaanaa
song

gaa-taa
sing-HAB .M .SG

to
TOP

Ram
Ram

aur
and

{ Ramesh/
{Ramesh/

Gita}
Gita.F}

{ thaa/
{be.PST.M .SG/

thii }
be.PST.F.SG}

‘It used to be Ram.M and {Ramesh.M / Gita} who sings this song.’

(14) Aux[S&S]V:

a. the
be.PST.M .PL

to
TOP

Ram
Ram.M

aur
and

{ Ramesh/
{Ramesh.M/

Gita}
Gita.F}

nahaa
bathe

rahe
PROG.M .PL

‘Ram and {Ramesh / Gita}WERE bathing!’

b. * thaa
be.PST.M .SG

to
TOP

Ram
Ram.M

aur
and

{ Ramesh/
{Ramesh.M/

Gita}
Gita.F}

nahaa
bathe

{ rahaa/
{ PROG.M .SG/

rahii }
PROG.F.SG

‘Ram and {Ramesh / Gita}WAS bathing!’

Like everywhere else, conjoined subjects control resolvedagreement when they appear
between two agreeing verb forms as in the a. examples. CCA is not an option as shown by
the b. examples, irrespective of the gender of the conjuncts.

Agreement with objects in the same environments does not lead to resolved agreement.
Instead we find singular agreement, (15).

(15) V[O&O]Aux:

a. Objects with matching features.

Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-yii
sing-PFV.F

ek
a

ghazal
ghazal.F

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rina has sung a ghazal and a nazam’

b. Matching features on peripheral conjuncts and mismatching medial conjunct.

Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-yii
sing-PFV.F

ek
a

ghazal,
ghazal.F

ek
a

giit
giit.M

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rina has sung a ghazal, a giit and a nazam’

10



2.3 Bidirectional Agreement 2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

Since the peripheral conjuncts in (15) have the same features, the examples do not show
whether the participle and the auxiliary agree independently of one another or in some
sense express the same set of features. Given that the only syntactic agreement controller
is T (Section 2.1), and that the agreement on participles is dependent on T-agreement, (5),
one might expect that both the participle and the auxiliary would show the features of the
conjunct closest to the auxiliary (i.e. T). This is not the case, as shown by contexts where the
peripheral conjuncts have mismatching features. Such configurations give rise tomatching
effects. When the left and the right conjuncts differ in gender, (16a), or number features,
(16b), the structures are ungrammatical.

(16) V[O&O]Aux: Objects with mismatching features.

a. Mismatching gender:

* Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa{ -yaa
sing{-PFV.SG.M

/
/
-yii}
-PFV.F}

ek
a

gaanaa
song.M

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rina has sung a song and a nazam.’

b. Mismatching number:

Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-ye
sing-PFV.M .PL

do
two

gaane
song.M .PL

aur
and

ek
one

giit
giit.M .S

{??the
{be.PST.M .PL

/
/

* thaa}
be.PST.M .SG}

‘Rina has sung two songs and one giit.’

The ungrammaticality of (16) shows that the grammar accesses the first and the last con-
junct, rather than only one of them. Example (15b), which contains three conjuncts, also
shows that only the features of the first and the last conjuncts are accessed. The mismatched
masculine conjunct in the middle does not affect agreement.8 If only the features of one
of the peripheral conjuncts was accessed by agreement, feature mismatches should be ir-
relevant. Bidirectional agreement phenomena show that agreement with objects is resolved
from the surface position of the elements that express agreement morphologically, the par-
ticiple and the auxiliary, rather than just the position of the syntactic agreement controller
T. At the same time, the fact that the features on the participle and the auxiliary have to
match shows that there is a dependency between the two. We would like to suggest that this
is the same dependency of participial agreement on T-agreement that is illustrated for LDA
in (4). The syntactic relation between T and participles enforces featural identity between
the two, even though the participle also accesses the features of the conjunct that is closest
to it.

SG: PL:

M : -yaa -ye
F: -yii

Table 1c.

Matching effects can be overcome by morphological syncretism. Ta-
ble 1c., repeated here, shows the paradigm of agreement affixes for the
perfective participle. Unlike the past tense auxiliaryth-, participial agree-
ment does not distinguish feminine singular and feminine plural morpho-
logically. Both are -yii. When morphological syncretism obscures the

8 One relativization to this observation is that the acceptability of this example decreases once the medial
noun bears morphological masculine marking, likegaan-aa, where -aa is the masculine singular marker, in (i).

(i) ??Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-yii
sing-PFV.F

ek
a

ghazal,
ghazal.F

ek
a

gaanaa
song.M

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rina has sung a ghazal and a nazam’

We do not know at this point what is responsible for this fact.
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2.4 Right Node Raising 2 SUBJECT VS. OBJECT AGREEMENT

feature mismatch between the conjuncts, agreement with conjunctions of different numbers
is possible, (17).

(17) Objects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:

a. Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-yii
sing-PFV.F

kai
many

nazm̃e
nazam.F.PL

aur
and

ek
a

ghazal
ghazal.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rina has sung many nazams and a ghazal’

b. Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-yii
sing-PFV.F

ek
a

ghazal
ghazal.F

aur
and

kai
many

nazm̃e
nazam.F.PL

thı̃:
be.PST.F.PL

‘Rina has sung many nazams and a ghazal’

The feature mismatch in (17) is the same as in (16b). This indicates that the identity require-
ment is not about syntactic features per se, but is mediated by morphological factors. The
forms that morphologically realize the agreement on the participle and the auxiliary have to
look like they are realizing the same set of features. This pattern of syncretism resembles
that found with free relative matching effects (Groos and van Riemsdijk 1981). Matching
effects also obtain in Aux[O&O]V order.

(18) Aux[O&O]V:

a. Objects with matching features:

Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

thii
be-PST.F.SG

to
TOP

ek
a

ghazal
ghazal.F.SG

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F.SG

gaayii
sing-PFV.F

‘Rina has sung a ghazal and a nazam’

b. Objects with mismatching features:

i. * Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

thaa
be.PST.SG.M

to
TOP

ek
a

gaanaa
song.M

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F

gaayii
sing.PFV.F

‘Rina has sung a song and a nazam.’

ii. Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

the
be-PST.M .PL

to
TOP

do
2

gaane
songs.M

aur
and

ek
one

giit
giit.M .S

{??gaaye
{sing-PFV.M .PL

/
/
*gaayaa}
sing-PFV.M .SG}

‘Rina has sung two songs and one giit.’

2.4 Agreement in Right Node Raising

A third asymmetry arises in contexts of Right Node Raising (RNR).9 When an agreeing
participle or auxiliary undergoes RNR, it can stand in syntactic relations with two subjects
or two objects. While agreement with subjects in such RNR constructions leads to matching
effects similar to those in bidirectional agreement, agreement with objects does not. In the
discussion, we will use the following terminology. The element that is shared on the right
will be called the RNR-target, the parts that share the target will be called RNR-remnants.
So in [John bought] and [Fred read] [ the book], [John bought] and [Fred read] are RNR-
remnants, and [the book] is the RNR-target.

9We adopt RNR as a name for the phenomenon, not as an analysis. In Section 5 we will adopt an analysis
of RNR based on multidominance.
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2.4.1 Matching Effects vs. Agreement with the Closest Object

Agreement between a verbal complex in an RNR target and subjects in the remnants shows
morphological matching effects like we saw in bidirectional agreement, (15/17). When the
subjects in both remnants have the same features, the structures are grammatical and the
verb shows the features of these subjects, (19a). When the subjects have different features,
neither CCA (M .SG) nor resolved agreement (M .PL) is possible, (19b). When there is a
syncretic form that obscures the feature difference between the two subjects the structures
are grammatical. Unlike the past tense auxiliary, the thirdperson present tense auxiliary
does not show gender distinctions, see Table 1. Example (19c.i) illustrates that copular
constructions with a past tense auxiliary show matching effects when the subjects mismatch
in gender. In present tense copular constructions with mismatching gender features on the
other hand, no such effects arise at all, (19c.ii).10

(19) Subject agreement in RNR:

a. Subjects with matching features:

[Ramesh
Ramesh.M

ek
a

baksaa]
box.M .SG

aur
and

[Ram
Ram.M

ek
a

thailaa]
small.bag.F.SG

ut.haa
lift

rahaa
PROG.M .S

thaa
be.PST.M .S

‘Ramesh was lifting a box and Ram a small bag.’

b. Subjects with mismatching features:

[Ramesh
Ramesh.M

ek
a

baksaa]
box.M .SG

aur
and

[Sita
Sita.F

ek
a

thailaa]
small.bag.F.SG

ut.haa
lift

{???rahii
{ PROG.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

/
/
*rahe
PROG.M .PL

the}
be.PST.F.PL}

‘Ramesh was lifting a box and Sita a small bag.’

c. Subjects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:

i. Past tense copular construction with mismatching features, no syncretism:

?? [Ram
Ram.M

aalsii]
lazy

aur
and

[Sitaa
Sita.F

karmat.h]
hardworking

thii
be-PST.F.SG

‘Ram was lazy and Sita was hardworking.’

ii. Present tense copular construction with mismatching features, syncretism:

[Ram
Ram.M

aalsii]
lazy

aur
and

[Sitaa
Sita.F

karmat.h]
hardworking

hai
be-PRS.SG

‘Ram is lazy and Sita is hardworking.’

Subject agreement behaves quite normally in this respect. Matching effects of this kind are
also found in English, (20), and German, (21).

(20) English:

a. Subjects with matching features:
I thought Stan, but you thought Fred was buying a new house.

10An empirical concern about (19c) is that there is no telling whether this is an RNR structure, or coordina-
tion of two predicates under one T. Section 5.3 presents an analysis of these facts that predicts the same result
for both structures.
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b. Subjects with mismatching features:
* Stan thought I, but Meg thought you were buying a new house.

c. Subjects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:
Stan thought I, but Meg thought Fred was buying a new house.

(21) German:

a. Subjects with matching features:

weil
because

[Hans
Hans

Bier]
beer

und
and

[Franz
Franz

Milch]
milk

trinkt
drink.3SG

‘because Hans drinks beer and Franz Milk’ (Eisenberg 1973:417)

b. Subjects with mismatching features:

* weil
because

[ich
I

Bier]
beer

und
and

[du
you

Milch]
milk

trinkst
drink.2SG

‘because I drink beer and you Milk’ (Eisenberg 1973:417)

c. Subjects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:

weil
because

[wir
we

das
the

Haus]
house

und
and

[die
the

Müllers
Müllers

den
the

Garten]
garden

kaufen
buy.(1PL or 3PL)

‘because we buy the house and the Müllers the garden’ (Eisenberg 1973:418)

Agreement with objects in the remnants does not show such matching effects. Feature
mismatches between objects in the remnants are tolerated, and the verb shows theφ -features
of the linearly closest object, (22). Examples (19b) and (22b) are a minimal pair for a
context where the remnant contains both subject and object.

(22) Agreement with objects in RNR-remnants:

a. Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

[kal
yesterday

ek
a

bat.uaa]
purse.M .SG

aur
and

[aaj
today

ek
a

saar. ii ]
sari.F

khariid-ii
buy-PERF.F

thii
be-PST.F.SG

‘Rina had bought a purse yesterday and a sari today.’

b. [Ramesh-ne
Ramesh-ERG

ek
a

baksaa]
box.M .SG

aur
and

[Sitaa-ne
Sita-ERG

ek
a

thailii ]
small.bag.F.SG

{ ut.haa-yii
{lift- PERF.F

th-ii
be.PST-F.SG

/
/
*ut.haa-ye
-PERF.M .PL

th-e}
be.PST-M .PL}

‘Ramesh had lifted a box and Sita a bag.’

We see here a third subject-object asymmetry that fits the pattern we saw in agreement
with conjoined subjects and objects earlier: agreement with objects is sensitive to linear
proximity, while agreement with subjects is not.

It might be tempting to take the fact that agreement with the closest object is possible
in RNR as evidence that CCA with conjoined objects is RNR in disguise. In Section 6.3.1,
we argue that the CCA paradigm in Hindi-Urdu cannot be reduced to RNR.

2.4.2 Agreement Controllers Inside the Remnants

Agreement with the object closest to the auxiliary also applies when the remnants contain
agreement controllers that agree with the objects in their respective remnants, like the non-
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finite verbs in (23).11

(23) S [O VINF]&[O V INF] Aux:

a. Rina-ko
Rina-DAT

[ek
a

bhajan
bhajan.M

likh-naa]
write-INF.M .SG

aur
and

[kai
many

gaane
song.M .PL

gaa-ne]
sing-INF.M .PL

par. -e
must-M .PL

‘Rina had to write a bhajan and sing many songs’

b. Rina-ko
Rina-DAT

[kai
many

gaane
song.M .PL

likh-ne]
write-INF.M .PL

aur
and

[ek
a

bhajan
bhajan.M

gaa-naa]
sing-INF.M .SG

par. -aa
must-M .SG

‘Rina had to write many songs and sing a bhajan’

Since participial agreement is parasitic on T agreement (Section 2.1), (23) shows that T
probes in both conjuncts and identifies the object in each oneof them as a possible agree-
ment target. Yet, agreement on T is with the closest object. This rules out an analysis of
the difference between agreement with subjects and objectswhere agreement with objects
in RNR does not actually access the objects in both conjuncts.

A caveat with respect to (23) is that this structure could either be RNR of just the
auxiliary, or a coordination of smaller structures under one T. Either way, (23) shows that
when one T is presented with two objects as possible agreement targets, it agrees with the
one that it is closest to. Section 5.3 presents an analysis ofthese facts that predicts the same
result for both structures.

The examples in (23) contrast with the bidirectional agreement examples in (15). In
both contexts, T accesses two different agreement targets,and there is a participle that
agrees with an object different from the one that T agrees with. When the two agreement
targets are conjoined, matching effects arise, but when thetwo are distributed over larger
conjuncts, they do not arise.

The RNR data raise two questions: (i) Why do agreement with objects and subjects
differ in their ability to target the closest argument, rather than giving rise to matching
effects? and (ii) Why does agreement with conjoined objectsdiffer from agreement with
objects in larger conjunctions when it comes to matching effects? Like CCA, facts similar
to the ones presented here hold in closely related languages. Both Marathi (Ashwini Deo
p.c.) and Punjabi (Bhatia 1993) show agreement with the closest object in RNR.

2.5 Further Properties of Closest Conjunct Agreement

CCA in Hindi-Urdu differs rather dramatically from the CCA patterns in other languages.
It lacks the sensitivity to the features of conjuncts other than the first and the last that have

11We use a modal construction with a dative subject in (23) instead of a perfective with an ergative one like
in (22) to avoid the possibility of an [S [DO V] and [DO V Aux]] parse for (i).

(i) Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

ek
a

ghazal
ghazal.F

likh-ii
write-PERF.F

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F

gay-ii
sing-PERF.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rina had written a ghazal and sung a nazam’

A [S [DO V] and [DO V Aux]] parse for (i) is possible, because the perfective form of the verb,likh-ii , can
appear on its own without an auxiliary. The infinitival form of the verb in (23) on the other hand cannot appear
on its own.
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been reported for Serbo-Croatian (Bošković 2009) and Slovenian (Marušič et al. 2007) and
shows no semantic restrictions of the kind that have been reported for some varieties of
Arabic (Aoun et al. 1994).

2.5.1 CCA is Unaffected by the Features of (Non-Peripheral)Conjuncts

CCA in some languages is sensitive to features other than those of the conjunct that is
actually accessed for agreement. In Serbo-Croatian (Bošković 2009), CCA is only possible
when all conjuncts are plural. LCA in addition is sensitive to the gender features of the
non-final conjuncts. In Slovenian (e.g. Marušič et al. 2007), the genders and numbers of all
conjuncts shift the probability with which CCA, resolved ordefault agreement is chosen.
These facts suggest that the features of all conjuncts, not just the first and last contribute
at least indirectly to the resolution of CCA in these languages. Hindi-Urdu on the other
hand shows no such interference. The resolution of CCA is only sensitive to the features
of the last or the first conjunct. In both Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian, CCA is also limited
to gender. Number agreement is always resolved. The examples in (8/9) show that CCA
in Hindi-Urdu involves both gender and number. Examples (8/9) illustrate this for LCA
and both genders. When the conjuncts are plural, CCA also shows plural agreement. CCA
happens both when the conjuncts match or mismatch in gender or number. Example (15b)
also makes this point for contexts of bidirectional agreement. We have also not found
the kind of differences between semantically motivated gender like on nouns referring to
humans, and arbitrary grammatical gender on inanimate and abstract nouns that are reported
for Serbo-Croatian (Bošković 2009).

Possibly related to the observations here is that fact that CCA is independent of animacy.
The examples above all show coordinated animate subjects and coordinated inanimate ob-
jects, but this is a matter of convenience. Animate objects trigger CCA, (24a) and (10), and
inanimate subjects do not, (24b).

(24) a. Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

duurbiin-se
telescope-with

ek
a

sharan. aarthii
refugee.M

aur
and

ek
a

navjaat
newborn

shishu
child.M

dekh-aa
see-PFV.MSG

‘Ram saw a refugee and a newborn child with a telescope.’

b. yeh
this

ardha
half

satya
truth.M

aur
and

vo
that

jhuut.h
falsehood.M

Ram-kaa
Ram-Gen

dil
heart

dukhaa
sadden

{ rahe
{ PROG.MPL

hã̃ı
be.PRS.PL

/
/
*rahaa
* PROG.MSG

hai}
be.PRS.SG}

‘This half truth and that falsehood are making Ram sad.’

The only effect of animacy on object agreement comes from itsinteraction with DOM.
DOM blocks agreement with objects, and animate objects are more likely to receive DOM.
Thus one is more likely to find natural occurrences of CCA withinanimate objects. For
some speakers, DOM is practically obligatory with animate objects. These speakers will
find examples like (24a) degraded, but the degradation stemsfrom the absence of DOM not
the presence of CCA.12

12There are two places where the properties of the conjuncts affect agreement in a limited way. One is the
increased acceptability of resolved agreement with objects when all conjuncts are masculine, (8c/d), although
these structures are still rather marginal. The effect is limited to masculine conjuncts, all feminine conjunctions
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2.5.2 Number Sensitive Items

Aoun et al. (1994, 1999, also Aoun and Benmamoun 1999) observe that FCA in Moroccan
and Lebanese Arabic is incompatible with number sensitive items (‘NSI’) like collective
predicates (meet, gather), bothor each otheror modification by a relative clause that con-
tains an NSI (also Badecker 2007 for Greek, for discussion see Munn 1999, Aoun et al.
1999 and Section 6.3.2 below). Only resolved agreement is possible in the presence of
NSIs in these languages. In other languages CCA is compatible with NSIs (e.g. Standard
Arabic: Aoun and Benmamoun 1999, Harbert and Bahloul 2001).The (in)compatibility
between CCA and NSIs has been taken to indicate that CCA arises in very different ways in
these two kinds of languages (e.g. Aoun and Benmamoun 1999, Camacho 2003, Badecker
2007) and is often taken to bear greatly on the appropriate analysis of CCA in a language.
We show here that Hindi-Urdu shows a mixed pattern of NSI licensing resembling Polish
in this respect (Citko 2004), and argue in Section 6.3.2 thatthese data do not bear on the
choice of analysis.

CCA is compatible with collective predicates likeek saath, ‘together,’ (25a), and con-
joined objects that control CCA can be modified by relative clauses that contain number
sensitive items likedonõ, ‘both,’ (25b).

(25) a. Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek saath
together

(ek
one

haath-se)
hand-with

ek
a

baksaa
box.M

aur
and

ek
a

thailaa
bag.M

ut.haa-yaa
lift- PFV.M .SG

‘Ram lifted a box and a bag together (with one hand).’

b. Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

ek
a

bat.uaa
purse.M

aur
and

ek
a

saar. ii
sari.F

kharid-ii
buy.PERF.F

[jo
[REL

ki
that

donõ
both

sale-pe
sale-on

the]
be.PST.M .PL]

‘Rina bought a purse and a sari which were both on sale.’

Example (11) where conjoined objects that control CCA bind aplural possessive pronoun
might also be counted in this category.

There are NSIs though that are incompatible with CCA.donõ, ‘both,’ andek duusre,
‘each other,’ are not compatible with CCA (sab ‘all’ behaves the same). Instead, resolved
agreement is found in the presence of these items, (26) and (27) respectively.

(26) donõ, ‘both’

Ram-ne
Ram-Erg

kelaa
banana.M

aur
and

naashpaatii
pear.F

donõ
both

khaa{ -ye
eat{-PFV.M .PL

/
/
*-yii }
-PFV.M .S}

‘Ram ate both the banana and the pear.’ (Bhatia and Benmamoun2009)

(27) ek duusre, ‘each other’

do not allow plural agreement, (i).

(i) ??? Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek
a

thailii
bag.F

aur
and

ek
a

pet.ii
box.F

ut.haa-yii
lift- PFV.F

thı̃:
be.PST.F.PL

‘Ram had lifted a small bag and a box.’

A second such interaction is the effect of overt gender marking on medial conjuncts in bidirectional agreement,
fn. 8. We set aside these marginal options for now and remain agnostic as to their empirical and theoretical
status. Bhatia (2011) also reports that the internal structure of the conjuncts affects the likelyhood of CCA, fn.
2.
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a. Ram-ne
Ram-Erg

ek
a

baksaa
box.M

aur
and

ek
a

thailaa
bag.M

darwaaze-ke
door-Gen

paas
near

rakh{ -aa
keep{-PFV.M .SG

/
/

??-e}
-PFV.M .PL}

‘Ram kept a box and a bag near the door.’

b. Ram-ne
Ram-Erg

ek
a

baksaa
box.M

aur
and

ek
a

thailaa
bag.M

ek duusre-ke
each.other-Gen

paas
near

rakh{???*-aa
keep{-PFV.M .SG

/
/

-e}
-PFV.M .PL}

‘Ram kept a box and a bag near each other.’

The data in (26) and (27) are rather striking, as resolved agreement is otherwise degraded
for agreement with objects. We will show in Section 6.3.2 that this plural agreement is
an effect of the NSIs themselves and arises even in contexts where DP coordination is not
plausible.

2.5.3 No Extraction of First Conjuncts in Hindi-Urdu

Boškovíc (2009) relates the possibility of LCA in Serbo-Croatian tothe possibility of ex-
tracting the first conjunct as in (28) (see Section 6.2 for discussion).

(28) ?Knjigei

books
je
is

Marko
Marko

[ t i i
and

filmove]
movies

kupio
bought

‘Marko bought books and movies’ (Bošković 2009:472)

Extraction of individual conjuncts of this kind is not possible in Hindi-Urdu, (29).

(29) a. * ek
a

akhbaari
newspaper

Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

[ t i aur
and

ek
a

kitaab]
book.F

khariidii
buy-PFV.F

‘Ram bought a newspaper and a book.’

b. * ek
a

kitaabi

book
Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

[ ek
a

akhbaar
newspaper.M

aur
and

ti] khariidii
buy-PFV.F

‘Ram bought a newspaper and a book.’

2.6 Questions

The first set of questions relate to what we will callaccessibility. When agreeing with
subjects, T probes the features of the whole conjunction in argument conjunction and those
of both subjects in RNR. When agreeing with objects, it cannot access the features of the
whole conjunction and does not access the features of both objects in RNR.

A second set of questions relates to the role of linear order in agreement with objects.
On the one hand we find CCA, with the first or the last conjunct, and even with both in
bidirectional agreement. LCA is particularly puzzling from a syntactic perspective. Many
accounts of FCA derive agreement with the first conjunct fromthe syntactic prominence
of the first conjunct over the second (Munn 1993, Progovac 2003 for discussion of the
evidence). Benmamoun et al. (2009) have recently shown thatin Hindi-Urdu too, the first
conjunct is syntactically prominent over the second. It should then block syntactic probing
into the last conjunct.
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3 ACCESSIBILITY

The fact that linear proximity also matters for agreement with objects in RNR suggests
that CCA is not a fact about agreement with conjoined DPs, butrather that sensitivity to
linear order is a larger fact about agreement with objects inHindi-Urdu that becomes visible
in DP-conjunction, but also elsewhere. We need to understand then what it is about agree-
ment with objects that makes linear order accessible to the grammar and how and where it
accesses it.

A third set of questions concerns the relation between syntax and morphology, more
specifically the presence and absence of matching effects. Since the presence and absence
of matching effects are also the main piece of evidence in thediscussion of RNR, they will
inform the analysis of RNR.

3 Accessibility

Section 2.6 casts the issues raised by the agreement data in terms of two questions: (i) Why
are features on &P inaccessible to agreement with objects? and (ii) How does agreement
with objects access the features that we see? This section presents a syntactic answer to the
first question which will also provide some parts of the answer to the second question. The
discussion will focus on agreement with conjoined objects here. Section 5 shows how the
proposal here extends to RNR. Key to the analysis is a proposal by Bhatt (2005) concerning
the different role of T-agreement for case assignment in agreement with subjects vs. ob-
jects. Bhatt argues that object case assignment works the same in nominative and ergative
alignments. Object case is always licensed byv. This has an important consequence for
T-agreement with objects. While agreement with subjects isthe means of assigning the
subject case, agreement with objects is agreement with an already case licensed argument.
Following the proposal by Chomsky (2000, 2001), we assume that case assignment involves
φ -agreement. Case assignment byv to the object, we argue, makes resolved agreement with
objects impossible for T later in the derivation. The answerto the second question will in-
volve PF operations, constrained by the output of syntax, Section 4. The proposal to be
developed here attributes different aspects of the agreement asymmetries to different parts
of the grammar. While the inaccessibility of resolved features is a syntactic fact, the acces-
sibility of the closest conjunct for agreement is a post-syntactic one.

3.1 Syntactic Preliminaries

We begin by laying out the assumptions about agreement and case licensing. Following
Chomsky (2000, 2001) we assume that the relation between T and its agreement targets
is established by a grammatical operation AGREE between a probe and a goal. AGREE is
subject to the locality conditions phrased in terms of MATCHING in (30).

(30) MATCHING is a relation that holds of a probe P and a goal G. Not every MATCHING

pair induces AGREE. To do so, G must (at least) be in thedomainD(P) of P and
satisfy locality conditions. The simplest assumptions forthe probe-goal system are
shown [below:]

a. MATCHING is feature identity.

b. D(P) is the sister of P.

c. Locality reduces to “closest c-command.”

(our small caps, Chomsky 2000:122)
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3.2 Absence of Resolved Agreement with Objects 3 ACCESSIBILITY

AGREE is driven by the need of both the probe and the goal to relate unvalued features to
valued ones. Probes and goals that have unvalued features are calledactive. For the pur-
poses of T agreement and case assignment, T is active due to its uninterpretableφ -features.
DPs are active due to their unvalued case features. Case licensing is implemented as valua-
tion of the case feature of the goal and theφ -features of the probe, making the case and the
φ -features on probe and goal inactive. Generalizing these assumptions aboutφ -agreement
and case from subjects to objects leads to the assumption that v, the head that licenses case
on objects (Chomsky 1995), also hasφ -features and values them on objects. The overall
AGREEproces thus breaks down into two parts: (i) MATCHING, which selects the target of
the process, and (ii) what we will callvaluation, the process of actually exchanging values
of features that leads to deactivation. Activity of a goal isa condition on valuation only.
Inactive goals are still visible for the locality constraints on MATCHING, (30a), and can
block successful AGREEwith lower goals. This will become relevant below. As mentioned
above, a central assumption to our account is that T agreement with objects is agreement
with an already case licensed argument. This means that objects are inactive by the time T
agrees with them.

In addition, we assume a late insertion model, where the nodes in the syntactic com-
putation do not contain any phonological material (e.g. Distributed Morphology: Halle and
Marantz 1993, Embick and Noyer 2006). Phonological material is only inserted in the PF
component, sensitive to the output of the syntactic computation and post-syntactic processes
(e.g. Embick and Noyer 2001). We also assume that linear order is only imposed on syn-
tactic structures in the postsyntactic component by a linearization algorithm that, roughly,
maps c-command relations onto linear precedence (Kayne 1994). This will become relevant
in the discussion of how CCA is resolved in Section 4.

3.2 Absence of Resolved Agreement with Objects

This section begins with a discussion of our assumptions about the distribution ofφ -features
inside conjunctions, then shows how these derive resolved agreement with subjects, and its
absence with objects.

Figure 1 Distribution of φ -
features in conjunctions.

&P[φ& ]

DP1[φ1] & DP2[φ2]

To understand which features T-agreement accesses in
subjects and objects, let us look at the distribution ofφ -
features in conjunctions. We assume an asymmetric structure
of conjunction phrases (&P), Table 1, as argued for Hindi-
Urdu by Benmamoun et al. (2009). Each conjunct hasφ -
features in its DP layer, which through some mechanism of
feature resolution (illustrated by the dashed lines in Table 1)
contribute to the resolved features [φ& ] on &P. These are the features that are expressed by
resolved agreement.

Resolved agreement with subjects can now be derived as in Figure 2. T’sφ -probe
AGREEs with theφ -features of &P that have been computed from the features of the con-
juncts. These features value those of the probe, leading to resolved agreement on T. As
discussed in the context of (6), deriving gender agreement with conjoined subjects might
involve additional steps at least when conjuncts mismatch for gender. Since there appears
to be no way of distinguishing between multiple possible mechanisms of deriving gender
agreement, and since nothing in the analysis relies on the particulars of resolved gender
agreement with conjunctions, we will not make a specific proposal here.

Figure 2 also shows object case assignment insidevP.vhas its ownφ -probe that AGREEs
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3.2 Absence of Resolved Agreement with Objects 3 ACCESSIBILITY

with the object assigning it case. When the subject is nominative, T andv agreement do not
interact. This is different when the subject is ergative or dative and invisible to T-agreement.

The absence of resolved agreement with objects is derived asin Figure 3. Like in Figure
2, v assigns case to &P by AGREEING with its φ -features [φ& ] (Step 1). This deactivates
[φ& ]. Later in the derivation, T is merged and its [uφ ] probes past the ergative subject to the
conjoined object (Step 2). Theφ -features of &P are already inactive as a result of agreement
with v. Accordingly, T’s [uφ ] cannot be valued on [φ& ]. [φ& ] is, however, still syntactically
visible (Chomsky 2001) and can be MATCHed. This has two effects. On the one hand, the
syntactic visibility of [φ& ] keeps T from probing into the conjunction, as doing so would
trigger a defective intervention effect between [φ& ] and features on lower conjuncts. On
the other, MATCHING establishes a syntactic relation between T and the featuresin &P.
This syntactic relation between T and the deactivated features in &P will be used at PF to
delimit the search space for finding features to value T, Section 4. We further assume that
the failure to syntactically value T’sφ -features does not lead to a syntactic crash. This is
independently necessary, given the possibility of defaultagreement in (3) where neither the
subject nor the object is accessible for T-agreement.

The system here assumes two degrees of invisibility to T-agreement. While erga-
tives and datives are entirely invisible to T-agreement, case assigned objects are visible
for MATCHING but not valuation of T’sφ -probe. Adopting the proposal aboutθ -related
case byŘezá̌c (2008), this difference can be cast in terms of the distribution of φ -probes
in θ -related cases, datives and ergatives, vs. structural ones. Řezá̌c (2008) proposes that
θ -related case is represented syntactically as an adposition (P) that attaches to a DP. The
complements of these adpositions, he argues, are phases, making the DPs in them invisible
for AGREEment processes outside of their embedding P. Under this kindof analysis, datives
are invisible to to T-agreement because noφ -features are present on their external structural
layer P. Ergative has variously been argued to be aθ -related case assigned to the specifier of
vP (recently Anand and Nevins 2006), bringing it into the purview of this proposal. Struc-
tural cases on the other hand lack this additional layer and their features are accordingly
visible to agreement processes, even after having been deactivated.

Our explanation of the absence of resolved agreement from agreement with objects
combines independent assumptions about the distribution of φ -features in &P with inde-
pendent assumptions about the order of processes in the derivation. Resolved agreement is
absent from agreement with objects because the only instance of the resolved features, in
&P, has been deactivated by the object case assigner before Tcan access them.

Figure 2 Resolved agreement with subjects.

...
vP

&P[φ& ]

DP1[φ1]
& DP2[φ2]

DPDO
[φi ]

V
v[uφ ]

T
[uφ ]

AGREE

AGREE
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3.3 Interim Summary 4 VALUING AGREEMENT

Figure 3 Absence of resolved agreement with conjoined objects.

...

DP[ERG]

&P[φ& ]

DP1[φ1]
& DP2[φ2]

V

v[φ& ]

T
[uφ ]

MATCH

&P[φ& ]

DP1[φ1]
& DP2[φ2]

V

v[uφ ]

AGREE

Step 1 Step 2

3.3 Interim Summary

The absence of resolved agreement with objects, receives a syntactic explanation: T-agree-
ment cannot access the features in &P because they have become inaccessible as the result
of earlier agreement processes targeting the object. The next section will describe the con-
ditions under which post-syntactic processes resolve CCA and agreement with objects more
generally. Despite the fact that the resolution of agreement with objects happens in the post-
syntactic component, core syntax tightly constrains the results of these PF processes. By
MATCHING the inactive features of DO, T identifies DO as the space wherePF can search
for features. This rules out agreement with DPs inside adjuncts and such. The discussion
of bidirectional agreement in Section 4.2 will further showhow post-syntactic processes
are constrained by the syntactic relation between T and participial agreement heads dis-
cussed in the context of (5). The proposal that valuation of agreement with objects does not
happen until PF creates a further asymmetry between agreement with subjects and objects:
their values are resolved in different parts of the grammar.This asymmetry will be at the
core of our explanation of the subject-object asymmetry in RNR in Section 5.

4 Valuing Agreement with Objects

The previous section showed why the resolved features of &P are not accessible to agree-
ment with objects and how T identifies objects as agreement targets by MATCHING despite
not being able to value its features on them. This section presents a proposal about how the
features of objects value agreement on T. We propose that this happens at PF, constrained by
the AGREE-relations established in the syntax. In this, we follow other proposals (e.g. van
Koppen 2005, 2007, Benmamoun et al. 2009) where syntax identifies possible agreement
targets, but PF decides whichφ -features in these targets end up being expressed morpho-
logically. More specifically, we propose that the resolution of CCA at PF is an attempt by
the grammar to provideφ -values for heads that can morphologically express them, but have
failed to value their features in the syntax. The heads that are relevant for CCA at PF are
no longer just the syntactically active probes, but the heads that carryφ -morphology. This
change of perspective means that more heads are relevant to the resolution of CCA than are
syntactically active probes. We argued earlier that only T is a syntactically active probe and
that the agreement of participial projections is parasiticon T-agreement. If the resolution of
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4.1 Implementing Object Agreement 4 VALUING AGREEMENT

Figure 4 Origin of φ -features inside DP.

DP

D0 ΦP

Φ
[NUM]

...

NP[GEND]

CCA is a morphological process that provides features for heads that can express them, we
expect that participles now act independently, agreeing with the object that is closest to them
rather than T, while at the same time being subject to the restrictions imposed by syntax. In
Section 4.2, we will show that this is exactly what happens inbidirectional agreement.

4.1 Implementing Object Agreement

Having explained in Section 3 which features are not accessed by agreement with objects,
we begin this section by explaining which features are accessed in agreement with objects,
Section 4.1.1, and lay out the general assumptions about howPF accesses these features.
Section 4.1.2 will then show how linear proximity can be computed from information that
is independently available from the linearization algorithm, and Section 4.2 shows how
syntactic relations constrain PF processes to give rise to matching effects in bidirectional
agreement.

4.1.1 Agreement with Unconjoined Objects

Before delving into CCA and how the grammar determines whichconjunct is closest, we
need to step back and make sure the system can also derive agreement with unconjoined
objects. Applying the assumptions about agreement with conjoined objects from Section
3.2 to unconjoined objects leads to a picture where case assignment byv deactivates the
features on DP. This means that the values expressed in agreement with objects must come
from somewhere other than the DP layer of the object. CCA suggest that the features
accessed by agreement with objects (those in the conjuncts)are below the head that the
head targeted by syntactic MATCH (&P). A closer look at the origin and distribution ofφ -
features in DP shows that in unconjoined objects too, the head that values agreement with
objects can be located below the syntactic MATCHING target DP.

We begin by looking at whereφ -features originate in DP. Ritter (1991, 1995) argues
that number and gender originate in different parts of the extended projection of NP. While
gender originates on or at least very close to N, number is introduced by a higher functional
projection, which will be calledΦP here. This leads to the structure in Figure 4. In addition,
we assume there to be a projection that mediates DP internal concord that in a language
like Hindi-Urdu with gender and number concord needs to contain both gender and number
features. In the interest of not articulating the structures here beyond necessity, we will treat
ΦP as both the origin of number features and the concord projection. Nothing will rely on
this simplification. The picture we arrive at then is that gender and number originate in
different places in the extended projection of NP, and that their values are present in more
than one position.
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Figure 5 Distribution ofφ -features in DP.

DP

D0
[

NUM j

GEND j

]
ΦP

Φ0
[

NUM

GENDi

]
...

NP[GEND]

Since neither gender nor number originate in DP, a separate set ofφ -features must be lo-
cated in D to make these features accessible to AGREEment by T andv. The gender/number
features on D are separate from those ofΦP/the concord projection rather than justΦP’s
features projected up. This is shown by contexts where DP internal concord and DP ex-
ternal agreement show differentφ -values, as reported for Serbo-Croatian in Wechsler and
Zlatić (2003). There is a small class of nouns in Serbo-Croatian that shows feminine singu-
lar concord inside DP, but neuter plural agreement DP externally. This is illustrated for the
noundeca, ‘children,’ in (31).

(31) a. Feminine singular concord:

Posmatrali
watched.1PL

smo
AUX

ovu
this.F.SG

dobru
good.F.SG

decu
children.ACC

[. . . ]

‘We watched these good childern [. . . ]’

b. Neuter plural agreement:

Dok
while

su
AUX .3PL

deca
children

spavala
slept.NT.PL

[. . . ]

‘While the children slept [. . . ]’ (Wechsler and Zlatić 2003:51)

Example (31) shows that theφ -features in D are separate features that receive their values
via a mapping function from the features in the complement ofDP to those of DP. In the vast
majority of cases, the two sets of features will have identical values. This could follow from
general assumptions of simplicity. The simplest mapping function is the identity function.
So unless there are exceptions like in Serbo-Croatian, the mapping between the features in
ΦP and D will be the simplest one, identity.

Taken together, this leads to the distribution ofφ -features as in Figure 5, p. 24, where
number and gender features are present in two separate projections. Figure 5 offers an an-
swer to which features are accessed in agreement with objects. Even after the features in DP
are deactivated, there is a second set ofφ -features inΦP. We propose that these are the fea-
tures accessed in agreement with objects. IdentifyingΦP as the head that values agreement
with objects establishes the parallelism between agreement with conjoined and unconjoined
objects. In both cases T-agreement is valued by a head lower in the structure than what T
has MATCHed in the syntax. This is obvious for conjunctions — the individual conjuncts
are dominated by &P — and now finds a less obvious parallel outside of conjunctions.

The valuation of agreement with unconjoined objects proceeds as follows. Theφ -probe
on T has MATCHed the inactiveφ -features of DP in the syntax. This is the starting position
for PF’s search forφ -values. The features in DP themselves are connected to the features
in ΦP via the computation of DP’sφ -values from those ofΦP. The resolution of agreement
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4.1 Implementing Object Agreement 4 VALUING AGREEMENT

with objects uses this connection to access theφ -values inΦP and copies them to T. More
generally, the PF operations that value agreement with objects use the relations between
features MATCHed in the syntax and other features that have contributed to them.

4.1.2 Computing Closest Conjunct Agreement

The resolution of agreement with conjoined objects breaks down into two parts. The first
part is finding possible sources ofφ -values for the agreement controller. This will be done
in essentially the same way as in Section 4.1.1 for unconjoined objects. With unconjoined
objects, PF uses the link between the features that T has MATCHed on the object and the
projection that contributed theseφ -features,ΦP. When T has MATCHED [φ& ] on a conjunc-
tion, these features are linked via the resolution mechanism to the features of the conjuncts.
This is where CCA comes in. When PF is faced with such a choice of sources ofφ -features,
it chooses between them based on linear proximity.

In the context of unconjoined objects, we argued that the values of T-agreement come
from a projection below the MATCHING target, DP, that has contributedφ -features to the
MATCHING target. We propose that the same is the case in agreement withconjunctions.
Just like the PF uses the link between DP andΦP created by the computation of D’sφ -
features, PF uses the link between [φ& ] and the features of the conjuncts created by the
algorithm that computed the resolved features of conjunctions. Such a morphosyntactic re-
lation between [φ& ] and the features of the conjuncts (paceFarkas and Zec 1995, Sauerland
2008) is argued for by Marušič and Nevins (2009) and Kiss (2010) on different grounds.
Marušǐc and Nevins (2009) discuss the absence of resolved agreement in conjunctions of
certain numeral phrases in Slovenian. Conjunctions of numeral phrases containing nu-
merals five and higher always control neuter singular agreement. Like us, Marušǐc and
Nevins propose that resolution accesses the features in theDP-layers of the conjuncts, and
attribute the absence of resolution with numerals to the independently proposed absence
of a D-layer in them. Kiss (2010) discusses number agreementin Hungarian, and reports
that conjunctions only control plural agreement, when one of the conjuncts bears a plu-
ral marker. Conjunctions of singulars do not control pluralagreement. The phenomena
in Slovenian and Hungarian suggest that the resolution mechanism makes close reference
to morphosyntactic rather than semantic properties. Whileit is beyond the scope of this
paper to develop a concrete proposal for how this resolutionmechanism works is, the data
suggest that morphosyntax matters for resolution. The MATCHING relation established in
the syntax together with the relation between the features of &P and the conjuncts tell PF
which features are candidates for valuing T-agreement. Unlike in agreement with uncon-
joined objects, the projection below &P that has features related to those of &P is notΦP,
but DP. Thus the candidates for where the PF can find features to value those on T are the
DPs of the conjuncts.13

Next, how does PF find the the closest of the DPs that &P is related to? Johannessen
(1998) shows that there is a correlation between the headedness of a language and the
direction of conjunct agreement. Head-initial languages typically show FCA while head

13We are assuming here that assigning case to &P deactivates only the features on &P, and leaves those of
the conjuncts intact. One might consider and alternative system where, say as the result of case spreading from
&P to the conjuncts, the DPs of the conjuncts are also deactivated. In such a system the values for T would
come fromΦP in both agreement with conjoined and unconjoined objects.Such a system is compatible with
the proposal here, all that would be necessary is that PF combines the steps of going from &P to the conjuncts
necessary for conjunction, with the step of going from DP toΦP discussed earlier.
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final ones show LCA. The connection between headedness and direction of CCA, however,
is unhelpful for Hindi-Urdu, as it shows LCA as well as FCA (similarly Marušǐc et al. 2007
for Slovenian, van Koppen 2005:192–194 for Swahili).

Instead of relying on global properties of the language likeheadedness, we rely on the
word order in the sentence where object agreement is to be resolved to drive the computation
of conjunct agreement. The closeness between an agreeing head and the DP that values its
features can be described in terms of the linear relation between the agreeing head and DO
together with the order among the conjuncts inside the object. The closest, licit agreement
target is the DPx for which there is no DPy inside DO that bears the same linear relation
(precedeor follow) to DPx as holds between the agreeing head and DO. More formally, we
will refer to the agreement controller asC . The element that the T has MATCHed in the
syntax will be called theanchor, A . For now this will be &P. The node that provides the
φ -features that end up being expressed onC will be called thetarget, T . Here,T will be
one of the conjunct DPs. The resolution of CCA is establishing a relation betweenC and
T , via A .

This relation can be stated more explicitly in a model of the grammar where linear or-
der is computed from hierarchical relations in the post syntactic component (Kayne 1994,
and much subsequent work). Simplifying for the purposes of exposition, relations of c-
command translate into relations of precedence between terminal nodes such that if node
x asymmetrically c-commands nodey, x linearly precedesy. We will write 〈x,y〉 to mean
x precedesy. We remain agnostic about the details of the linearization algorithm and as-
sume for the moment that one that captures the facts for Hindi-Urdu can be devised on
these premises. For the current purposes, the linearization algorithm provides a way of
talking about linear relations without adding new machinery to the grammar. While the
linearization algorithm only orders terminals, we can talkabout the order of non-terminals
via the structural relation of dominance between a non-terminal and the terminals it domi-
nates, (32a). This will be necessary to talk about the order between the anchor &P and the
agreement controller. Two non-terminals X and Y precede each other if all non-terminals
dominated by X precede all terminals dominated by Y, (32b).

(32) a. d(X) = the set of all terminals dominated byX

b. d〈X,Y〉 = the set of all ordered pairs {〈a, b〉} such that a is a member of d(X)
and b is a member of d(Y). (Kayne 1994:5, presentation slightly adapted)

Plugging the controller T and the anchor &P in for X and Y in d〈X,Y〉, allows us to refer
to the order of controller and anchor and thereby determine whether FCA or LCA applies,
(33).

(33) a. If d〈C , A 〉, (FCA)

i. T is the unique XPi linked to the features ofA , such that

ii. there is no XPj different from XPi and linked to the features ofA such
that〈XP j , XPi〉.

b. If d〈A , C〉, (LCA)

i. T is the unique XPi linked to the features ofA , such that

ii. there is no XPj different from DPi and linked to the features ofA such
that〈XPi, XPj〉.

(To be revised in §5.3)
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The clauses in ii. state the relation between the order ofA andC in the clause, and the
relation betweenC andT inside the conjuncts. They say that there is no other possible
agreement target linked toA that stands betweenT andC . Put differently there is no other
possible agreement target that stands in the same linear relation toT , asA stands toC .

The workings of (33) are illustrated in Figures 6(a) and 6(b)for FCA and LCA respec-
tively. We begin by discussing FCA in Figure 6(a). The syntactic MATCH-relation between
T and the features of &P has identified &P as the place where PF will look for features, i.e.
the anchorA . The features of &P are linked to those of the conjoined DPs via the resolution
mechanism (dashed lines) making them the potential targetsthat PF has to choose between.
Clause (33a) applies, as the order betweenC andA is 〈C , A 〉, that is〈T, &P〉. The choice
between DPi and DPj is made according to (33a.ii). DPi is the DP for which there is no
other DP that is linked to &P between it and T, so it is selectedas the targetT and its fea-
tures value T’s [uφ ]. Put differently, DPj is the only DP for which there is no other DP that
stands in the same relation to it asC stands toA . DPj disqualifies as theT , because there
is another DP, DPi, that stands between it andC .

Figure 6(b) shows the relevant structure for LCA. The same syntactic processes have
applied here as in FCA. T’s probe has MATCHED the features on &P making itA , the place
where PF looks forφ -values. &P’s features are linked to the conjunct DPs which thereby
become the candidates that PF has to choose between. Clause (33b) is relevant here, as the
order betweenC andA is 〈A , C〉, that is〈&P, T〉. Clause (33b) makes the choice between
DPi and DPj . T is DPj because there is no other DP linked to &P that stands in the same
linear relation with DPj as &P stands with T. That is, there is no DPy such that〈DPj , DPy〉.
DPi, the only other DP in &P, cannot beT because it runs afoul of (33b.ii). There is another
DP, DPj , that stands in the same linear relation to DPi as &P stands to T:〈DPi, DPj〉.

The reader will notice that (33) uses ‘XP’ to refer to the possible targets rather than the
more specific ‘DP’ which is relevant in Figures 6(a) and 6(b).This is to remain neutral
between the conjoined and unconjoined cases where different phrases provide the features.
This is in anticipation of the discussion of agreement with the closest object in RNR, Section
5, where linear proximity will also come to matter for unconjoined DPs.

4.1.3 Constraining Linear Relations

One factor that an account of CCA in linear terms needs to takeinto account is that agree-
ment is always with the closest conjunct, not with the closest non-overtly case marked NP
in the conjunction. This difference can be demonstrated with prenominal relatives in the
first conjunct in VO-order. Example (34a) shows the relevantkind of context in SOV or-
der. Each of the conjuncts in the object has a prenominal relative, chiinii khaa-taa, ‘eating

Figure 6 Resolving FCA and LCA under (33).

C A

T

T[uφ ] . . . &P[φ& ]. . .

DPi[φi ] & DPj [φ j ]

MATCH

(a) FCA under (33a).

CA

T

T[uφ ]. . . &P[φ& ]. . .

DPi[φi ] & DPj [φ j ]

MATCH

(b) LCA under (33b).
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sugar,’ andshahad khaa-tii, ‘eating honey,’ respectively. Each of them contains an un-
marked direct object,chiinii ‘sugar’ andshahad‘honey.’ They are not plausible agreement
targets in (34a), because the head noun in the rightmost conjunct follows the object in the
relative and is therefore closer to the verb. This changes inVO-order in (34b). Nowchiinii,
‘sugar,’ in the prenominal relative of the left conjunct is the non-overtly case marked DP
closest to the verb. Yet agreement between the matrix verbdekh, ‘see,’ andchiinii, ‘sugar,’
is impossible.

(34) a. Atif-ne
Atif- ERG

[chiinii
[sugar.F

khaa-taa]
eat-IMP.M .SG]

bhaaluu
bear.M

aur
and

[shahad
[honey.M

khaa-tii]
eat-IMP.F]

chir. iyaa
bird.F

dekh-ii
see-PFV.F

‘Atif has seen a sugar eating bear and a honey eating bird.’

b. Atif-ne
Atif- ERG

{ *dekh-ii
{see-PFV.F

/
/
dekh-aa}
see-PFV.M}

[chiinii
[sugar.F

khaa-taa]
eat-IMP.M .SG]

bhaaluu
bear.M

aur
and

[shahad
[honey.M

khaa-tii]
eat-IMP.F]

chir. iyaa
bird.F

‘Atif has seen a sugar eating bear and a honey eating bird.’

Agreement betweendekh, ‘see,’ andchiinii, ‘sugar,’ aschiinii’s is ruled out by the pro-
posal here because the selection of possible agreement targets is still essentially syntactic.
Which DPs will be considered by (33) is determined by the syntactic relations between &P
and the conjuncts generated by the resolution algorithm. Since the objects inside prenomi-
nal relatives do not take part in the computation of resolvedagreement, they will never be
possible targets for (33) to choose.

4.2 Matching Effects in Bidirectional Agreement

Matching effects and bidirectional agreement, Section 2.3, are illustrated in examples (15)–
(17), repeated below. Word orders where a conjoined object appears between a participle
and an auxiliary are only grammatical when the participle and the auxiliary look morpho-
logically like they are agreeing with the same DP. They are grammatical when the conjoined
objects have the same features, (15), or when the syncretismof participial agreement, Ta-
ble 1c., obscures the difference in number between the conjuncts, (17), and ungrammatical
otherwise, (16).

(15) a. Objects with matching features.

Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-yii
sing-PFV.F

ek
a

ghazal
ghazal.F

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rina has sung a ghazal and a nazam’

b. Matching features on peripheral conjuncts and mismatching medial conjunct.

Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-yii
sing-PFV.F

ek
a

ghazal,
ghazal.F

ek
a

giit
giit.M

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rina has sung a ghazal, a giit and a nazam’

(16) Objects with mismatching features:

a. Mismatching gender:

* Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa{ -yaa/
sing{-PFV.SG.M/

-yii}
-PFV.F}

ek
a

gaanaa
song.M

aur
and

ek
a

nazam
nazam.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG
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‘Rina has sung a song and a nazam.’

b. Mismatching number:

Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-ye
sing-PFV.M .PL

do
2

gaane
songs

aur
and

ek
one

giit
giit.M .S

{??the/
{be.PST.M .PL/

* thaa}
be.PST.M .SG}

‘Rina has sung two songs and one giit.’

(17) Objects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:

a. Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-yii
sing-PFV.F

kai
many

nazm̃e
nazam.F.PL

aur
and

ek
a

ghazal
ghazal.F

thii
be.PST.F.SG

‘Rina has sung many nazams and a ghazal’

b. Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

gaa-yii
sing-PFV.F

ek
a

ghazal
ghazal.F

aur
and

kai
many

nazm̃e
nazam.F.PL

thı̃:
be.PST.F.PL

‘Rina has sung many nazams and a ghazal’

Matching effects show that: (i) the grammar accesses both the first and the last conjunct,
(ii) CCA is computed from the positions of the exponents of agreement, not just from the
probe T, and (iii) there is a constraint on identity between the exponents of participial agree-
ment and agreement on T. The contrast between (16b) and (17a)shows that the constraint
on identity asserts its effects in the morphology, not the syntax proper. One could imagine,
for example, that matching effects arise because T cannot value itsφ -features against two
subjects with different values.14 Such a syntactic explanation, however, would leave the
syncretism facts unexplained. Here, we will show how these properties follow from the
system developed so far in combination with an account of thesyncretism based on the
idea that participial agreement receives two sets of features that have to be realized in one
morph.

The fact that the grammar accesses both the first and the last conjunct is puzzling from
a syntactic perspective, as there is only one probe, that on T(Section 2.1), which probes
&P and not any of the conjuncts (Section 3.2). It follows, however, from the conception of
CCA as a morphological process that supplies features to heads that can express them. Since
both the participle and the auxiliary can morphologically expressφ -features, CCA will be
computed from both of them. In the terms of Section 4.1.2, participles are controllers just
like auxiliaries. When a conjoined object appears between participle and auxiliary, the
grammar will accordingly access both the first and the last conjunct. No addition to the
proposal so far is necessary to derive this.

The constraint on identity between the features of T and participial/infinitival agreement
arises from the link between T and participial/infinitival agreement heads that is created by
the syntax. As laid out in Section 2.1, T is the only head that probes in the syntax and it
establishes relationships of covaluation with the unvalued φ -features of the participial heads
as it probes along the verbal spine to S or DO. When T’s [uφ ] is eventually valued, these
values are copied to the participial/infinitival heads as a result of their syntactic relation. We
assume that this is true independent of whether T-agreementis valued in the syntax, as in
agreement with subjects, or at PF, as in agreement with objects.

14Boškovíc (2009) attributes restrictions on number in CCA in Serbo-Croatian to such an effect, Section
6.2.
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Combining the syntactic result of AGREEand the morphological process of CCA deliv-
ers features from two different sources to participial agreement heads. They receive features
via CCA, which is computed from their surface position. Theyalso receive features from
T via the syntactic link between them, which are computed from T’s surface position. The
presence of these two sets of features is what leads to the identity constraint between T and
participial heads. We assume that heads can have multiple values forφ -features and that
φ -features can take set values. Problems only arise when nodes with multiple values forφ -
features have to be realized morphologically. We assume that all features in one node have
to be spelled out in one form. This is possible when a node contains multiple instances of
the same feature, or when there is a form that can realize multiple combinations of features
(syncretism). When no form can realize both sets of features, lexical insertion is impossible
and the structure is ineffable (for similar analyses of matching effects and syncretism in
different contexts see Citko 2005, Ussery 2009, Asarina to appear).15

This allows for an account of the paradigm in (15)–(17) as shown in (35)–(36). Only
postsyntactic processes are shown in (35)–(36). In the syntax, T’s [uφ ] has established a
relation of covaluation with the features on PART, (5), and has MATCHed the deactivated
[φ& ] on &P, Section 3.2. This MATCHING relation is used at PF to identify possible sources
of φ -values, here the values of the conjuncts DPi and DPj . CCA is resolved for both PART

and T (i.), and once T’s features are valued the values are copied down to PART (ii.) lead-
ing to the presence of twoφ -values on PART. Examples (15)–(17)/(35)–(36) are entirely
parallel in all these respects and the differences between them arise from whether or not
these multiple values can be spelled out. Example (35) shows(15a), where the peripheral
conjuncts have the same features, feminine singular. The two values of PART, { F.SG, F.SG},
can be spelled out by the same form, -yii.

(35) &P[φ& ]

gaa-yii
sing-F

PART[uφ={ F.SG, F.SG}]

th-ii
be.PST-F.SG

T[uφ=F.SG]

ek ghazal
a ghazal.F.SG

DPi[F.SG]

aur
and
&

ek nazam
a nazamF.SG

DPj [F.SG]

ii. Result of T’s [uφ ] probing PART’s [uφ ]

i. CCA: (33b)i. CCA: (33a)

Example (17b)/(36) illustrates the effect of syncretism, which allows two different sets of
features to be spelled out on PART. The left conjunct here is feminine singular and the right
one is feminine plural.

15The assumptions about how the grammar deals with the presence of multiple sets of features here differ
from van Koppen (2005, 2007). van Koppen proposes that FCA inDutch complementizer agreement arises
because (i) C AGREEs with both &P and the first conjunct (because they are equallylocal to C), and (ii) the
Subset Principlefor lexical insertion (e.g. Harley and Noyer 1999) inserts the most specific exponent that is
compatible with the feature specifications of a head. Put differently, she assumes that PF chooses one set of
features to spell out on C, rather than having to spell out both.

Relatedly, we assume that the grammar does not delete features to allow morphological realization contrary
to proposals like Noyer (1997).
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(36) &P[φ& ]

gaa-yii
sing-F

PART[uφ={ F.PL, F.SG}]

th-ı̃:
be.PST-F.SG

T[uφ=F.PL]

ek ghazal
a ghazal.F.SG

DPi[F.SG]

aur
and
&

kai nazm̃e
many nazamF.PL

DPj [F.PL]

ii. Result of T’s [uφ ] probing PART’s [uφ ]

i. CCA: (33b)
i. CCA: (33a)

As a result of the feature copying between T and PART, PART ends up having two different
φ -values, feminine singular and feminine plural. The participial agreement column in Table
1 c. shows that this difference is not reflected in the morphology. Both feminine singular and
feminine plural are realized by -yii, allowing for the structure to be spelled out. Example
(16a)/(37) shows the kind of structure that is not available. The conjuncts are masculine
and feminine singular respectively, leading to values {M .SG, F.SG} on PART.

(37) &P[φ& ]

*gaa-??
sing-??

PART[uφ={ F.SG, M .SG}]

th-ii
be.PST-F.SG

T[uφ=F.SG]

ek gaanaa
a song.M .SG

DPi[M .SG]

aur
and
&

ek nazam
a nazamF.SG

DPj [F.SG]

ii. Result of T’s [uφ ] probing PART’s [uφ ]

i. CCA: (33b)i. CCA: (33a)

Unlike in the previous case, there is no form of the participial agreement marker that can
realize both masculine and feminine features. No form in Table 1c. spans the masculine and
feminine rows. With no way to spell out the feature combination in PART, lexical insertion
fails and structures like (16)/(37) are ineffable.

To fully derive the pattern of matching effects, the nature of the covaluation between
T and participial heads that leads to the copying of T’s features to PART needs to be made
more specific. The covaluation relation has to be one way only, from T to PART to derive
the right result. If it went both ways such that T feeds its features to PART and PART feeds
its features to T, T would receive two sets of features too, resulting in a more stringent
pattern of matching effects. The relevant example is (17a),where the conjunct closest to
the participle is plural, while that closest to T is singular. If PART fed its plural features up
to T, T would have [F.SG] features as the result of resolving CCA and [F.PL] ones as the
result of feature copying from PART. Table 1a. shows that feminine singular and feminine
plural are realized by two different forms on the past tense auxiliary, -ii and -̃ı: respectively.
As a result, the feature combination {F.SG, F.PL} could not be spelled out on T in one
form, predicting ineffability, contrary to fact. We assumethen that the covaluation relation
between T and PART is asymmetric such that T’s values are copied to PART, but not the
other way around. While it is unclear at this point why the relation between T and PART

would have this property, we would like to point out that it mirrors the syntactic asymmetry
between T and PART. T is the syntactic probe and PART is dependent on it. The asymmetry
in feature transfer at PF might be a reflex of the asymmetric syntactic relation between the
two.

Bidirectional agreement provides additional evidence fora division of labor between
syntax and PF in the resolution of CCA. On the one hand, bidirectional agreement shows
that elements that are not independent syntactic probes, participial agreement heads, act as
controllers for the resolution of CCA. This is expected if the resolution of CCA is really
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a morphological process. On the other hand, we can see the impact of syntactic relations
in bidirectional agreement. The syntactic relation between T and the participial heads pro-
vides a straightforward explanation for the matching effects between the two. An entirely
syntactic account would lose the explanation of the role of participial agreement in CCA,
and a PF only account would lose the explanation of matching effects.

4.3 Interim Summary

This section has provided a framework for describing the conditions under which CCA
is resolved and which parts of the structure (anchors, controllers, targets) are relevant for
the resolution of CCA. Locating the resolution in the post-syntactic component provides
an explanation for why participial heads are relevant for resolving CCA despite the fact
that they are not syntactically active, and why agreement with objects is sensitive to linear
relations that are not accessible in core syntax. In combination with the agreement relations
established in the syntax, the account here correctly identifies the set of noun phrases that
can be agreement targets and why morphological matching effects arise. These aspects of
the proposal will also serve to account for the facts about RNR to be discussed in Section
5.

Extending the discussion to Section 3, our explanation of feature inaccessibility shares
a key property with other accounts of CCA like Doron (2000), Badecker (2007), Marušič
et al. (2007) and Bošković (2009). All of these accounts attribute CCA to a featural defi-
ciency of &P which makes it unable to value (all) the featuresof the agreement controller.
In one way or another, these accounts attribute the deficiency to the fact that ‘&’ does not
have inherent features, and that resolved features have to be computed from those of the
conjuncts. For example, Marušič et al. (2007) and Bošković (2009) propose that &P is
missing morphosyntactic gender features, because unlike person or number, gender cannot
be computed compositionally from the specifications of the conjuncts. When an agreement
controller that has number and gender features probes &P, only the number features agree
with &P, but the gender features are valued on one of the conjuncts. Doron (2000) pro-
poses that &P even lacks morphosyntactic number features inBiblical Hebrew (see also
Boškovíc 2009:486). Badecker (2007) follows proposals like Farkasand Zec (1995) and
Wechsler and Zlatić (2003) in assuming that &P has no morphosyntactic featuresat all. An
underlying assumption in all these accounts is that CCA is not a freely available alternative
to resolved agreement, but happens when resolved agreementis impossible. Put differently,
languages do not have rules saying that agreement can be withthe closest conjunct, rather
than &P. Instead, CCA only happens when agreement with &P fails to satisfy the needs of
the probe. The proposal here shares this assumption about the nature of CCA. The source
of the deficiency of &P is different though. In Hindi-Urdu, itis not the feature resolution
process that drives the deficiency of &P, but the fact that an earlier agreement relation has
deactivated the features of &P.

Generalizing the idea that CCA arises when &P fails to value the probe completely, one
might expect CCA to arise more generally when there is a mismatch between the features
of the probe and those of &P. Such mismatches could arise in several ways. In the accounts
discussed so far, the mismatch arises because the agreementtarget, &P, is deficient due to
the projection process or to earlier grammatical processes. A different source of deficiency
could be that the conjuncts themselves lack features. Marušič and Nevins (2009) propose
such an analysis of conjunct agreement involving certain numeral phrases in Slovenian,
arguing that these numerals lack the syntactic structure that is necessary for being an agree-
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ment target.16 Another kind of mismatch could arise from the categories of the probe and
the goal. Doron (2000) proposes that FCA in Biblical Hebrew arises because, in current
terminology, the probe on T is a D-feature, but &P does not have D properties. The closest
element that does is the first conjunct. This is a variation ofthe mismatches that arise due
to to limitations of feature resolution in conjunctions, but rather than affectingφ -features,
it affects the categorial ones.

We have described the parts of the structure that are relevant for the computation of
CCA, and we will show in the rest of this paper how thinking of CCA in terms of controllers,
anchors and targets meshes with accounts of RNR to derive theagreement with the closest
object. What is missing is an explanation of how this behavior comes about derivationally,
say as a result of the linearization of the syntactic structure, and why we find CCA rather
than, say default agreement. For now, we leave this questionfor further research.

5 Right Node Raising

This section discusses the facts about RNR presented in Section 2.4. The relevant data from
(19)–(23) are repeated here for convenience. There are two contrasts in RNR that need to be
explained. First, RNR contexts show matching effects in agreement with subjects, (19), but
not in agreement with objects (22). The second contrast is between bidirectional agreement
and (23). In both structures, T agrees with the DP closest to it and there is a PART that
enters into CCA with a different DP. Bidirectional agreement shows matching effects, (23)
does not.

(19) Subject agreement in RNR:

a. Subjects with matching features:

[Ramesh
Ramesh.M

ek
a

baksaa]
box.M .SG

aur
and

[Ram
Ram.M

ek
a

thailaa]
small.bag.F.SG

ut.haa
lift

raha
PROG.M .S

tha
be.PST.M .S

‘Ramesh was lifting a box and Ram a small bag.’

b. Subjects with mismatching features:

[Ramesh
Ramesh.M

ek
a

baksaa]
box.M .SG

aur
and

[Sita
Sita.F

ek
a

thailaa]
small.bag.F.SG

ut.haa
lift

{???rahii
{ PROG.F

thii/
be.PST.F/

*rahe
PROG.M .PL

the}
be.PST.F.PL}

‘Ramesh was lifting a box and Sita a small bag.’

c. Subjects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:

i. Past tense copular construction with mismatching features, no syncretism:

?? [Ram
Ram.M

aalsii]
lazy

aur
and

[Sitaa
Sita.F

karmat.h]
hardworking

thii
be-PST.F

‘Ram was lazy and Sita was hardworking.’

16FCA in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) might be another exampleof this kind. Walkow (2010) argues
that DPs in MSA make gender, but not number features accessible to agreement processes. Together with the
assumption that feature resolution in conjunctions makes use of the morphosyntactic features in DP (Section
4.1.2) and that this resolution can fail for gender features, &P in Modern Standard Arabic might lackφ -features
altogether. If so, the first conjunct would be the only possible agreement target.
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ii. Present tense copular construction with mismatching features, syncretism:

[Ram
Ram.M

aalsii]
lazy

aur
and

[Sitaa
Sita.F

karmat.h]
hardworking

hai
be-PRS.SG

‘Ram is lazy and Sita is hardworking.’

(22) Agreement with objects in RNR-remnants:

a. Rina-ne
Rina-ERG

[kal
yesterday

ek
a

bat.uaa]
purse.M .SG

aur
and

[aaj
today

ek
a

saar. ii ]
sari.F

khariid-ii
buy-PERF.F

thii
be-PST.F.SG

‘Rina had bought a purse yesterday and a sari today.’

b. [Ramesh-ne
Ramesh-ERG

ek
a

baksaa]
box.M .SG

aur
and

[Sitaa-ne
Sita-ERG

ek
a

thailii ]
small.bag.F.SG

{ ut.haa-yii
{lift- PERF.F

th-ii
be.PST-F.SG

/
/
*ut.haa-ye
-PERF.M .PL

th-e}
be.PST-M .PL}

‘Ramesh had lifted a box and Sita a bag.’

(23) S [O VPART]&[O V PART] Aux:

a. Rina-ko
Rina-DAT

[ek
a

bhajan
bhajan.M

likh-naa]
write-INF.M .SG

aur
and

[kai
many

gaane
song.M .PL

gaa-ne]
sing-INF.M .PL

par. -e
must-M .PL

‘Rina has to write a bhajan and sing many songs’

b. Rina-ko
Rina-DAT

[kai
many

gaan-e
songs-M .PL

likh-ne]
write-INF.M .PL

aur
and

[ek
a

bhajan
bhajan.M

gaa-naa]
sing-INF.M .SG

par. -aa
must-M .SG

‘Rina has to write many songs and sing a bhajan’

We will show that the facts about RNR can be derived from a central aspect of the
current proposal: agreement with subjects and objects is valued at different stages in the
derivation. The remainder of this section presents a detailed account of the RNR-facts
using a multidominance analysis of RNR that derives matching effects in subject agreement
parallel to the ones in bidirectional agreement. We adopt a multidominance analysis of
RNR mostly for expository purposes; it is not our goal to argue for a particular analysis
of RNR. The proposal here can be implemented in rightward movement and backwards
deletion analyses, which for reasons of space we cannot demonstrate here. We take this
independence of our explanation from the particular account of RNR as evidence that it is
generally on the right track.

5.1 Right Node Raising as Multidominance

We begin with a discussion of the assumptions that go into an analysis of RNR in terms of
multidominance, in particular as they pertain to agreement. The central assumption in this
family of analyses is that the grammar allows nodes to be merged in several places such that
they have more than one mother. The resulting structures arelinearized post-syntactically;
again we will remain agnostic about the details of the linearization algorithm. RNR, in this
line of analysis, arises from merging the RNR-target in two places (its normal position in
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Figure 7 Multidominance structure for (19a).

[Ramesh
Ramesh

ek baksaa]
a box

aur
and

[Ram
Ram

ek thailaa]
a bag

V v
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ut.haa
lift

PROG

raha
-ing

T
tha
was

both of the remnants). Its rightward position is a fact aboutthe linearization algorithm that
imposes linear order on multidominance structures.

Several accounts of how multidominated structures are generated (e.g. Citko 2005,
Johnson 2007) assume that a node does not come to have two mothers in one step, but
that it is merged normally in one position first and subsequently merged again. This sec-
ond merger is illustrated for Citko’s (2005) proposal in (38). She argues for an operation
Parallel Mergethat combines the property of internal merge that it involves a node that has
already been merged with the property of external merge thatit involves two distinct rooted
nodes.

(38) Parallel Merge:
α

α γ β

→ α

α γ

β

β

(Citko 2005:476)

Parallel merge is the second step that generates a multidominated structure from the struc-
ture consisting ofα andγ that has been created by a first iteration of merge.

The schema in (38) presupposes thatγ , the node to become multidominated, is not the
head of the structure where it is first merged. This is sufficient for RNR structures likeJohn
likes and Mary dislikes[the car] where the shared elementthe car is the complement in
both remnants. The RNR-structures of interest here on the other hand involve sharing of
heads, and sharing of more than one head at a time (non-bulk sharingin Grǎcanin Yuksek
2007). For RNR of the verbal complex in Hindi-Urdu, this gives the structure in Figure 7,
page 35, for example (19a), where the remnant contains both asubject and an object, and
the target comprises the entire verbal complex. For the current purposes, we assume that
projecting heads can be parallel merged as well.

A further issue that is less pressing inJohn likes and Mary dislikes[the car] but cru-
cial to the discussion here is that multi-dominated heads have to be syntactically active, i.e.
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license case and control agreement, in each position that they are merged in. Three phenom-
ena in Hindi-Urdu show that this is the case. The first two relate to nominative and ergative
subjects respectively. Both ergative and nominative subjects are dependent on finite T. The
relation to T is perfectly clear with nominative subjects, they are licensed by T, and agree
with it. The fact that there are matching effects with subjects in RNR indicates in addition
that the shared T is agreeing with the subjects in both remnants. This, for example, rules
out an explanation of nominative case of one of the subjects in RNR as default case licensed
independently of T. Ergative subjects are also dependent onfinite T, in addition to perfec-
tive aspect. The dependence of ergative on T is illustrated in (39). Example (39a) shows a
perfective verb, an ergative subject and the auxiliaryho- in a future sentence. Future and
agreement are marked by -gii. Perfective aspect is not sufficient for licensing ergativecase.
When a structure like (39a) is embedded in a non-finite environment, like the infinitival
complement of a modal predicate in (39b), ergative case is impossible, indicating that it is
dependent on T as well as perfective aspect.

(39) a. Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

yeh
this

kitaab
book.F

par.h-ii
read.PFV.F

ho-gii
be-Fut.F

‘Rina must have read this book.’

b. [Ram-kaa/*-ne
Ram-GEN/-ERG

yeh
this

kitaab
book.F

par.h-aa
read.PFV.F

ho-naa]
be-Inf

zaruurii
necessary

hai
is

‘Ram’s having read this book is necessary.’

RNR examples with ergative subjects, (22), show then that both T and aspect are syntac-
tically active in both remnants. A third piece of evidence for T’s syntactic activity in both
conjuncts comes from agreement with objects in examples like (23), where each of the con-
juncts contains a participle which agrees with its local object. Since participial agreement
is dependent on being probed by T, this is evidence that T has indeed probed in each of the
conjuncts. This rules out an analysis where agreement with the closest object arises because
T only probes in one of the conjuncts and PF linearizes the structure such that T surfaces
adjacent to the remnant that it has probed in. In conclusion,T has to probe in both places
it is merged in. We leave open for now how this is implemented.All that will matter in
the discussion below is that probing in multiple positions leads to the presence of multiple
values forφ -features on multidominated probes.

The issues that were raised here, parallel merging projecting heads and probing in mul-
tiple positions are independent of the current proposal. Any multidominance account that
handles analogous cases like sharing of verbs in German subordinate clauses, (21), will face
these questions.

We assume for the following discussion that T probes in each remnant and establishes
the same syntactic relations it does outside RNR. The only difference is that in RNR, a
multidominated T agrees with two subjects (or objects, as the case may be), one in each
remnant.

5.2 Matching Effects in Agreement with Subjects

A multidominance structure where T probes in every positionit is merged in provides an
explanation of the morphological matching effects in subject agreement along the same
lines as those in bidirectional agreement. T enters into tworelations that provide it with
values for itsφ -features, leading to the presence of a set ofφ -values on T (and PART).
This is illustrated in Figure 8 for (19b) where the verbal complex is the RNR-target, the
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remnant contains both a subject and an object and the subjects have different features. T’s
[uφ ] probes in both conjuncts and identifies its features with PART’s [uφ ] as shown in
(5). It probes past the participles to both subjects MATCHING the φ -features of the sub-
jects in both conjuncts. This leads to valuation of T’s and PART’s [uφ ] to the values of
both subjects, resulting a value {φ1, φ2}. As proposed in the discussion of matching ef-
fects in bidirectional agreement, matching effects arise when lexical insertion targets these
nodes. In (19b)/Figure 8, the subjects carry different gender specifications. Since there is
no agreement affix for participles or the past tense auxiliary (see Table 1a.) that can express
both masculine and feminine singular, lexical insertion fails and the structure is ineffable.
Matching effects arise in the same way as in bidirectional agreement, failure of lexical in-
sertion. The only difference is how the relevant nodes end uphaving two different sets of
features. The absence of matching effects in (19a) and the effect of syncretism in (19c) are
accounted for as in bidirectional agreement. Lexical insertion is possible when the features
of both conjuncts are the same, (19a), because the two feature sets on T and PART can be
spelled out in one form, and it is possible when there is a formthat is syncretic between the
two sets ofφ -features, (19c).

Different assumptions about the effect of probing multiplesubjects on the feature spec-
ification of T do not lead to the desired effect. One might consider attributing the matching
effects to a failure of syntactic agreement when the two goals have different features. This
possibility was already discussed in the context of matching effects in bidirectional agree-
ment (Section 4.2) and dismissed because it leaves no space for syncretism to affect the
outcome. Another possibility is to assume that agreement with more than one goal would
create the union of theirφ -features on T. The results depend on assumptions about features.
For binary features, it is unclear what the union of, say, [+PL] and [–PL], would be. If a head
can only have one value at a time, then one might either expectagreement in that feature
to be absent or that only one of the values is maintained. The former option might result in
default agreement, say masculine when the subjects mismatch in gender. The second one
at least predicts that some agreement will be expressed. Neither of these is observed. For

Figure 8 T probes the subjects in each conjunct, (19b).

[Ramesh
Ramesh
S[φ1]

ek baksaa]
a box
DO

aur
&

[Sita
Sita
S[φ2]

ek thailaa]
a bag
DO

V v
︸ ︷︷ ︸

PROG[uφ=

{
φ2,
φ1

}

] T[uφ=

{
φ2,
φ1

}

]

ut.haa rah- th-
lift -ing was

MATCH

Value

Value

MATCH
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privative features, the outcome depends on the relation between feature combinations and
morphological realization. If every combination of privative features can be spelled out,
pooling them should never result in matching effects.

In conclusion, while there are open questions about the mechanics of probing in mul-
tidominated structures more generally, the proposal for matching effects in bidirectional
agreement extends to account for matching effects in agreement with subjects in RNR-
remnants.

5.3 No Matching Effects in Agreement with Objects

Now that we have an understanding of how matching effects arise with subjects, let us turn
to why they are absent in agreement with objects. We will showthat (i) valuing agreement
with objects at PF, and (ii) under linear proximity, together with the independent fact that T
identifies two anchors in RNR rather than just one as in CCA, gives the correct result.

5.3.1 Agreement with Objects inside RNR-Remnants

Figure 9 gives the structure for (22b) where the verbal complex is the RNR target, the rem-
nant contains both a subject and an object, and agreement is with the object. The structure
is shown ‘post-linearization,’ so that the order of the nodes matches their surface order. The
derivation proceeds through the same steps as before. T’s [uφ ] probes in both conjuncts,
identifying its features with those of PART, and eventually MATCHING the φ -features of
the objects in the remnants. The major difference between Figure 9 and Figure 8 is that due
to the inactivity of the objects’φ -features at the time of probing, MATCHING does not lead
to valuation. As a result, valuation does not create a situation as in Figure 8 where PART

and T receive two values for theirφ -features. Instead, syntax only establishes relations with
the DOs that PF can use to provide values later on. Similar to the situation with conjoined
objects, MATCHING establishes relations that provide potentially multiple sources forφ -
features. In agreement with conjoined objects, these are the DPs of the conjuncts. Here,
they are the two DOs in the two RNR-remnants. As with conjoined objects, PF chooses
which of these potential sources ofφ -features to use based on linear proximity, (33), and
ignores the others. This means that only one of the DOs in the remnants will provide values
for T’s and PART’s uφ . Matching effects cannot arise.

To correctly derive agreement with closest object in Figure9, (33) needs to be revised in
one point. As is, (33) presupposes that there is only one anchor. This is a point where RNR
and other agreement configurations differ. There are multiple anchors in RNR because T’s
probe MATCHes the inactive features of two objects. Agreement with the closest object
in RNR shows that the valuation of agreement at PF can ignore the MATCH-relations with
anchors that are not closest to the controller, just as it canignore the relations between &P
and conjuncts that are not closest in CCA. We generalize (33b) as in (33′) below to allow
for this possibility and choseT from the anchor that is linearly closest toC .

(33′) a. If d〈C , A 〉, (FCA)

i. T is the unique XPi linked to the features of anyA , such that

ii. there is no XPj different from XPi and linked to the features of anyA
such that〈XP j , XPi〉.

b. If d〈A , C〉, (LCA)

i. T is the unique XPi linked to the features of anyA , such that
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Figure 9 Structure for agreement with objects after linearization,(22b).

[Ramesh-ne
Ramesh-ERG

ek baksaa]
a box

DO[φ1]

aur
&

[Sita-ne
Sita-ERG

ek thailaa]
a bag

DO[φ2]

V v
︸ ︷︷ ︸

PERF[uφ ] T[uφ ]

ut.haa- y- th-
lift- PERF- was

MATCHi

MATCH j

ii. there is no XPj different from XPi and linked to the features of anyA
such that〈XPi , XPj〉.

The effects of (33′) in terms of Figure 9 are as follows. (33′) chooses among the an-
chors/MATCH-relations established in the syntax and picks one to use forvaluing T’s [uφ ].
In Figure 9, PF has to chose between the anchors identified by MATCHi and MATCH j . Since
the DO in the righthand conjunct is closer to T, PF pays attention to MATCH j and disregards
MATCHi . φ2 is selected as the source of values for T’s and PART’s [uφ ]s. With only one set
of values for itsφ -features, T and PART can be spelled out without problems.

The difference in matching effects between subjects and objects follows from the gen-
eral fact that agreement with objects and subjects is valuedat different stages in the deriva-
tion subject to different locality conditions. The values for agreement with subjects are
supplied by AGREE in the syntax. In multidominance structures, this leads to the presence
of multiple φ -values on T, which the morphology has to spell out. When there is no mor-
phological exponent that can realize the multiple values onT in one form, the structure is
ineffable. In agreement with objects, syntax identifies twoseparate places, the DOs in the
RNR remnants, for finding values for T and PART’s φ -features. When faced with a choice
of multiple sources forφ -values, PF chooses based on linear proximity. This provides only
one set ofφ -values for T and PART, precluding matching effects.

5.3.2 Participles Inside the Remnants

The last piece of data to be accounted for are the [S [O V]&[O V]Aux] structures in
(23). These constructions are similar to bidirectional agreement in that different agreement
controllers, the participle in the first conjunct and that inthe second conjunct as well as
T, value theirφ -features differently. They differ from them in not giving rise to matching
effects. We will show that this follows from the proposal so far and that the difference
reduces to an independent syntactic difference between thetwo constructions: there is only
one anchor in bidirectional agreement, but two in RNR.
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The syntactic structure for example (23) is shown in Figure 10. The subject is not shown
to reduce clutter. Linear order is shown as well as is possible. The modalpar. is linearized
to the right, so that it is closest to DO2. This example differs from the previous ones in
the size of the RNR remnant. Only the modal is RNRed (see discussion below) and each
conjunct has its own participial head. As before, the [uφ ] of the shared head probes the
participial heads on its way to DO, and eventually MATCHes the inactiveφ -features of the
DOs in the two remnants. Since the remnants have separate INF-heads, these heads only
enter MATCH-relations with their local DOs. No matching effects arise once these syntactic
relations are used for valuation at PF. This is because when (33′) chooses between different
anchors while computing the closest agreement target for MOD, it chooses one MATCH-
relation, and disregards the other one. Valuation will onlyapply to elements that are part
of the selected MATCH-relation. Other MATCH-relations are unaffected. In (23)/Figure
10, (33′) picks MATCH j for valuing the features on MOD. Accordingly, features are fed to
INF2, because it is part of the same MATCH-relation. This does not lead to matching effects,
because both INF2 and MOD receive their features from DO2. MATCHi on the other hand is
disregarded by (33′), and accordingly no features are shared between heads thatare part of
that relation, MOD and INF1. If I NF1 does not receive features from MOD, matching effects
cannot arise. INF1 also does not cause matching effects on MOD, because the features
resolved under CCA on participial heads do not get fed up, as was already observed in the
discussion of bidirectional agreement.

The difference between (23)/Figure 10 and bidirectional agreement comes down to the
presence of one vs. two anchors. In (23)/Figure 10, matchingeffects are absent because
certain MATCH relations are disregarded by (33′). In bidirectional agreement on the other
hand there is only one MATCH-relation that both PART and T are part of and that both use to
value their features. Accordingly, T’s features are fed to PART, leading to matching effects
as discussed in Section 4.2. The difference in the presence of morphological matching
effects between the two constructions reduces to a difference in syntactic structure.

Finally, some remarks are in place on the status of (23)/Figure 10 as RNR or a coor-
dination of INFPs under one MOD. As mention previously, we do not know of a way to

Figure 10 [S [O V]&[O V] Aux]-structure, (23), after linearization, subject not shown.

INF1[uφi ]
n- ]
INF-

[kai gaan-e
many song-MPL

DO1[φ1]

V v
︸ ︷︷ ︸

-

likh-
write

&

INF2[uφ j ]
n- ]
INF-

[ek bhajan
a bhajan.M
DO2[φ2]

V v
︸ ︷︷ ︸

-
gaa-
sing

Mod[uφk]
par. -
must

MATCHi

MATCH j
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empirically distinguish the two. The analysis here predicts though that both RNR and a
smaller coordination lead to the same agreement pattern. Ifcoordination of INFPs under
one Mod is an option at all, such a configuration must allow T toprobe into both conjuncts
to correctly derive the facts about participial agreement.If that is possible, the resulting
agreement dependencies are the same as in Figure 10 and agreement with the closest object
as well as local agreement for the participles are predictedin the same way. To conclude,
nothing in our explanation of the agreement in (23) hinges onparticular assumptions about
the kind of coordination that gives rise to it. The facts follow from assumptions about agree-
ment in coordination that both an RNR and a INFP-coordination analyses have to make, in
combination with the general proposal about the differences between agreement with sub-
jects and objects developed here.

6 Previous Approaches and Alternatives

In this section we will show that the facts of Hindi-Urdu cannot be accounted for by three
types of analyses that have previously been proposed for CCA, or by attributing it to RNR.
The first type of analysis attributes CCA to the syntactic prominence of one conjunct over
the other, Section 6.1. van Koppen’s (2005, 2007) analysis of CCA in Germanic com-
plementizer agreement will be used to illustrate such an analysis as it shares with ours a
division of labor between syntax and PF. We will show that using the internal structure of
conjunction to derive CCA does not work for languages that have both FCA and LCA. The
second type of analysis, advanced for Serbo-Croatian by Bošković (2009), attributes LCA
to the joint constraints of movement and agreement, which under a Kaynean analysis of
OV-orders as derived by movement could find a parallel in Hindi-Urdu. Section 6.2 shows
that while initially attractive, such an account of CCA in Hindi-Urdu faces serious hurdles
in the actual implementation. Section 6.3 discusses two analyses that try derive CCA via
a reduction of larger conjunctions. Section 6.3.1 discusses an analysis using RNR as the
mechanism driving the reduction, and Section 6.3.2 discusses the mechanisms for such an
analysis proposed by Aoun et al. (1994). We show that the empirical motivation for such
an approach is absent in Hindi-Urdu, and that the reduction processes that have been pro-
posed to derive the appearance of CCA cannot do so in Hindi-Urdu. Section 6.4 discusses a
variant of the current proposal with changed assumptions about the visibility of inactive fea-
tures to later AGREE-operations, but derives the subject-object asymmetry with conjoined
arguments and the sensitivity to linear order in much the same way as here. We show that
such an analysis fails to extend to the subject-object asymmetry in RNR and necessitates a
repetition of syntactic processes at PF.

6.1 CCA from Syntactic Prominence in the Conjunction

A number of previous analyses have attributed CCA, in particular FCA, to a syntactic asym-
metry between the conjuncts internal to the conjunction (e.g. Bahloul and Harbert 1992,
Boškovíc 2009, Johannessen 1996, 1998, van Koppen 2005, 2007, Munn 1993, 1999). Dif-
ferent kinds of evidence (Munn 1993, Progovac 2003 for an overview) suggest that the first
conjunct c-commands the second one and is accessible to DP external processes in a way
different from non-initial ones. FCA could then be taken to be yet another instance of the
first conjunct being accessible to DP external processes in away that the other conjuncts
are not.
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The analysis of Germanic complementizer agreement in van Koppen (2005, 2007) is
one such analysis and it shares with ours a division of labor between syntax and PF, where
syntax identifies possible agreement targets, and PF picks among them due to PF specific
criteria. Given this conceptual similarity, we spend a moment here showing that such an
account does not extend to Hindi-Urdu. On the syntactic sidethe analysis builds on the
fact that following the definition of equidistance in Chomsky (1995), the first conjunct and
&P are equidistant from an agreement controller that c-commands a conjoined argument.
This allows AGREE to access the features of both the first conjunct and &P. The choice of
which one of these is going to be spelled out is made at PF. Unlike in the analysis proposed
here, the choice of what is a possible source of agreement features (first conjunct or &P) is
made in the syntax, not at PF. The PF component of the analysisbuilds on two particular
properties of complementizer agreement in Germanic. Complementizer agreement has very
impoverished paradigms. Most person-number combinationsare expressed by default zero
morphemes and only a few are expressed by an overt form. In addition, complementizers
agree either with &P or with the first conjunct. Which one theydo, depends on which
agreement relation leads to a non-default morphological form. When the features of &P
would be realized by a zero morpheme, but those of the first conjunct by a non-zero form,
agreement is with the first conjunct. When it is the other way around, agreement is with &P.
The choice between the two is thus determined by a purely morphological property, and no
reference to syntactic structure or linear order is necessary at PF.

This analysis does not extend to Hindi-Urdu for two reasons.On the syntactic side, the
analysis uses the asymmetric structure of coordination to give syntax access to the first con-
junct, &P and nothing else to deliver the alternation between resolved agreement and CCA.
LCA cannot be derived in this way, as this would necessitate AGREEbetween T and the last
conjunct. As mentioned earlier, this is implausible as Hindi-Urdu has the same asymmetric
structure of conjunction as English. A second obstacle is the fact that the two languages are
empirically different in ways that make it implausible to use the PF choice mechanism of
one for the other. The choice between resolved agreement andCCA in Hindi-Urdu is not
determined by morphological factors as it is in Germanic complementizer agreement. The
alternation between first and last conjunct agreement also cannot be modeled by a choice
mechanism based on morphological specificity rather than linear proximity.

In conclusion, the specific proposal by van Koppen (2005, 2007) does not extend to
Hindi-Urdu, despite clear conceptual parallels, and more generally, the internal structure of
conjunctions by itself offers no explanation of CCA in Hindi-Urdu.

6.2 Last Conjunct Agreement as the Result of Movement and AGREE

Boškovíc (2009) presents an account of CCA in Serbo-Croatian that derives both FCA and
LCA entirely in the syntax from the joint constraints of movement and agreement. This
section briefly presents the facts about CCA in Serbo-Croatian and Boškovíc’s analysis for
them. Since both the facts and the analysis are complex, the exposition will have to be
somewhat condensed, and we refer the reader to the original paper for more thorough dis-
cussion and justification. We show that the movement+AGREE analysis of Serbo-Croatian
does not extend to Hindi-Urdu as is, based on the fundamentally different patterns of inter-
action between movement and CCA. We then show that a Kaynean analysis of OV-order as
the result of movement allows an interesting assimilation of the CCA-patterns of the two
languages, but faces problems in the execution. It will alsobecome clear that the analysis
presented here does not extend to Serbo-Croatian. Assumingthat Boškovíc’s analysis of
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Serbo-Croatian is on the right track, we show how the proposal in Section 4.3 that CCA
is response to the failure of resolved agreement explains the similarities and differences
between the two languages given independent differences ofthe agreement systems.

6.2.1 Boškovíc (2009): LCA from Movement+AGREE

Serbo-Croatian allows FCA and LCA in VS- and SV-orders respectively and agreement
controllers can express number and gender.17 In these respects they resemble Hindi-Urdu.
Unlike Hindi-Urdu, Serbo-Croatian only allows CCA in gender. Number agreement is al-
ways resolved. The availability of CCA is affected by the number and gender specifications
of the conjuncts. Serbo-Croatian allows FCA only when the first conjunct is plural, LCA
only when all conjuncts are plural. The gender specifications of non-final conjuncts can
block LCA under certain conditions. When CCA is blocked, default agreement is used.

Boškovíc (2009) follows Marušǐc et al.’s (2007) proposal for Slovenian that the split
behavior of number and gender with respect to resolved agreement is due to the resolution
algorithm that generates the features of &P. While resolution for number is semantically
compositional, resolution for gender is not. As a result &P has number, but no gender
features.

A central aspect in Bošković’s proposal is the observation that FCA arises with un-
moved subjects, and LCA arises when T has both agreed with andmoved the subject. FCA
is derived from an interaction of the asymmetric structure of coordination, the absence of
gender features on &P, and restrictions on the valuation of the probe. When T probes, it
first accesses &P valuing its number features. Since T cannotvalue its gender features on
&P, it keeps probing the individual conjuncts to value them.Since the leftmost conjunct c-
commands all other ones, it is the first conjunct to be probed after &P. Whether or not T can
value its gender features on the first conjunct is determinedby constraints on valuation of
the probe. Bošković proposes that the gender agreement is only possible when the conjunct
has the same number specification as &P, plural. As a result, FCA in gender is possible
only when the first conjunct is plural.

LCA arises from the interaction of movement and agreement. Tnot only controls agree-
ment, but also triggers the movement that creates the word order change that brings about
FCA/LCA alternations. LCA arises because rather than stopping at the first conjunct as
with FCA, probing continues inside the conjunction. This works as follows. Bošković pro-
poses that when a head triggers both movement and agreement,agreement must identify a
unique target for movement. Agreement on its own targets both &P and the first conjunct,
as shown by FCA. This does not identify a unique movement target, Boškovíc proposes, be-
cause Serbo-Croatian allows extraction of initial conjuncts, (28). As a result, T’s agreement
features are forced to keep probing into &P until agreement identifies a unique movement
target. Boškovíc assumes that all non-final conjuncts can be extracted, forcing agreement
to keep probing until the last conjunct. Since the last conjunct is not extractable on its own,
agreement has now identified a single movable target &P. The sequential probing of the
conjuncts accounts for sensitivity of LCA to the gender and number of all conjuncts. The
constraint on matching number features seen in FCA is activealso when later conjuncts
are probed. As a result LCA is possible only when all conjuncts are plural. The sequential
probing of the conjuncts also gives rise to the restrictionson the gender of the conjuncts
which we will not go into.

17As with Hindi-Urdu we leave person out of the discussion.
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In summary, three things drive the Serbo-Croatian CCA pattern in Boškovíc’s analysis:
(i) The deficiency of feature resolution on &P, (ii) The matching requirement on number
when T probes more than one goal, and (iii) The fact that the movement and agreement
targets have to be the same.

6.2.2 Problems with a Movement+AGREE-Account of Hindi-Urdu

An initial attraction of the movement+AGREE analysis is that it combines with the expla-
nation of the subject-object asymmetry here. Both accountstake deficiency of &P as a
driving force of CCA. Agreement with subjects could be resolved even when there is sub-
ject movement, because the features of &P are active by the time T agrees with them and
unlike Serbo-Croatian, Hindi-Urdu does not allow extraction of initial conjuncts, (29), thus
avoiding the syntactic restrictions that lead to LCA in Serbo-Croatian. Agreement with
objects would be CCA, because the features of &P are inaccessible to T agreement due to
prior object case assignment. The account would require different assumptions about the
syntactic visibility of the inactive features on &P, but theparts of Boškovíc’s proposal that
are not discussed here offer some starting points on that. The absence of the interaction of
CCA and number in Hindi-Urdu follows from the fact that T agreement never targets &P,
so its plural features do not enforce matching on later agreement targets.

An initial impediment to a movement based account of LCA and the alternation between
FCA and LCA in Hindi-Urdu is the different relation between CCA and movement in Hindi-
Urdu. Serbo-Croatian shows FCA in unmoved structures and LCA only as the result of
movement. Hindi-Urdu is the other way around: LCA arises in canonical orders, while
FCA arises as the result of displacement. We take the derivation of the canonical word order
to not involve movement, while VO-orders are the result of movement (Mahajan 1997a,b,
Bhatt and Dayal 2007 for different proposals).

This impediment is not insurmountable. An analysis of OV-orders following Kayne
(1994) allows a reconceptualization of OV-orders as moved and VO-orders as unmoved
structures. Kayne proposes that underlyingly, all languages are [V O] and that OV surface
orders are the result of movement. The VO and VS orders on the other hand result from
leaving the arguments in their base positions and moving verbal complexes of different sizes
past them (e.g. Mahajan 1997a,b).

Nevertheless, obstacles remain for deriving the Hindi-Urdu CCA facts from Kaynean
assumptions about underlying word order combined with Bošković’s movement+AGREE

analysis of last conjunct agreement. A core aspect of the movement+AGREE analysis is
that agreement and movement target the same argument. Anandand Nevins (2006) show
that this is not the case in perfective sentences with ergative subjects. They show that
ergative subjects move to SpecTP just like nominative ones.Since sentences with ergative
subjects are one of the main contexts of agreement with objects, this means that in this core
instance of CCA, T’s movement and agreement targets are not the same. Relatedly, in a
Kaynean analysis of OV-order, much of the movement that brings about OV-order is move-
ment of larger constituents like VPs or PARTPs, not argument movement. For example, to
bring about PART-T order from a [ T [. . . PART. . . ]]-structure PARTP has to undergo move-
ment. A movement+AGREEaccount would have to explain how when the movement target
is something like [PARTP. . . DO V], movement can target PARTP, but agreement DO, in
apparent violation of the unity of agreement and movement targets.

Even if it could be motivated that T agrees with and moves objects, the details of the
movement+AGREE account do not easily combine with our proposal for the absence of
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resolved agreement with objects. The explanation of LCA in Serbo-Croatian crucially relies
on the fact that T has enteredφ -agreement with &P. This agreement is what eventually
makes &P a possible movement target. The adaptation of our proposal into this system
sketched above assumes that T does not enterφ -agreement with &P at all. Without such
φ -agreement, &P should not be a possible movement target at all. One could avoid this
problem by assuming that due to the absence of coordinate structure constraint violations
in Hindi-Urdu, agreement with an individual conjunct allows pied piping of the rest of the
conjunction, so that agreement with an individual conjunctidentifies a movement target.
If so, agreement with the first conjunct would identify a unique agreement target, and the
constraints on movement could never force probing of the other conjuncts, i.e. they could
never force LCA.

A further problem lies in the fact that the movement+AGREE account is very much
geared towards agreement with conjoined arguments. There is no obvious way of extending
it to agreement with the closest object in RNR.

In the face of the empirical and technical problems, we consider it unlikely that a move-
ment+AGREEaccount of CCA can be applied to Hindi-Urdu.

6.2.3 A Unified Perspective on CCA: Similar Problems, Different Solutions

Instead of extending the account of CCA for Hindi-Urdu to Serbo-Croatian or the other way
around, we propose that the different CCA patterns are to be understood as two different
repairs to the same problem. What Serbo-Croatian and Hindi-Urdu share is that &P lacks
features T is probing for. The languages differ on how this lack arises and which features
are lacking. Other differences in the CCA pattern follow from these differences.

T cannot value its features on &P in Serbo-Croatian because of the failure of resolution
of gender features in &P. In Hindi-Urdu, it cannot do so because of case assignment to the
object. The patterns of CCA reflect this difference. CCA is only in gender in Serbo-Croatian
because number features are present on &P. Restrictions on the number and gender of the
conjuncts are the result of number agreement with &P, restrictions on syntactic feature
valuation, and sequential probing of the conjuncts in LCA. Such restrictions on CCA are
expected to be absent in Hindi-Urdu. By the time T agrees withobjects, all features on
&P are deactivated. T thus cannot agree in one feature with &Pand then impose matching
requirements on that feature in the closest conjunct. Probing past &P is also blocked. T
can probe past &P in Serbo-Croatian because &P has no gender features. Since &P has
number- and, plausibly, gender-features in HU, it acts as a defective intervener for all of
them. Independent differences in the agreement systems of Hindi-Urdu and Serbo-Croatian
thus predict the different properties of CCA in the two languages.

The differences between the CCA patterns in Hindi-Urdu and Serbo-Croatian may in-
dicate a more general approach to the study of CCA. The comparison of the two languages
suggests that CCA is not an option that languages choose instead of resolved agreement,
rather it is a repair that arises when some aspect of syntactic agreement with &P fails. The
nature of that failure will determine the properties of CCA and whether CCA arises at all.
The unifying property of CCA processes in different languages might not be in the way that
languages access the features of the conjuncts, but the syntactic contexts in which they do
so. That is, it may not be the same process that leads to the valuation of CCA in different
languages, but it might be the same syntactic context, a feature mismatch between the probe
and &P, that elicits CCA as a repair.
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6.3 Reduction Analyses of Closest Conjunct Agreement

This section discusses two types of analyses that try to derive CCA from larger conjunctions
that have undergone a process of structural reduction. Section 6.3.1 discusses the possibility
of deriving CCA from RNR, which might seem tempting given thepresence of agreement
with the closest object in RNR. We argue that an RNR analysis is in a bad position for
explaining the subject-object asymmetry, a central fact about CCA in Hindi-Urdu. Section
6.3.2 discusses the different kinds of reduction analyses sketched in Aoun et al. (1994). We
show that the kind of empirical evidence that Aoun et al. adduce in support of a reduction
analysis is absent in Hindi-Urdu, and that the mechanisms that they attribute the reduction
to are either absent in Hindi-Urdu or would derive the wrong word order. Section 6.3.3
discusses the general problem of reduction analyses that they offer little means of restricting
where CCA should be possible.

6.3.1 Closest Conjunct Agreement is not Right Node Raising

In light of the facts about agreement with the closest objectin RNR, Section 2.4, RNR
might seem like a plausible source of CCA in Hindi-Urdu. Thissection shows that an RNR
account of CCA is at odds with the intonation of CCA sentencesand faces major problems
in accounting for the subject object asymmetry.

6.3.1.1 RNR Intonation One way in which RNR and CCA differ is with respect to
intonation. RNR sentences in Hindi-Urdu have an intonationthat mostly resembles German
and English as reported in Hartmann (1998). This is illustrated in (40), breaks are indicated
by ‘%,’ prosodic prominence is indicated by small caps. Example (40) is, as much as
this is possible, a minimal pair with the CCA example (8a). There are often intonational
breaks between the first remnant and the conjunction, and between the second remnant and
the RNR-target. Most importantly though, each of the remnants contains a prosodically
prominent element on its right edge that contrasts semantically with the element in the
same position in the other remnant,thailii andbaksaain (40).

(40) [Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek
a

THAILII ]
bag.F

% aur
and

[Sita-ne
Sita-ERG

ek
a

BAKSAA ]
box.M

% ut.haa-yaa
lift- PFV.M .SG

‘Ram lifted a small bag and Sita a box.’

(8) a. Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek
a

thailii
bag.F

aur
and

ek
a

baksaa
box.M

ut.haa-yaa
lift- PFV.M .SG

‘Ram lifted a small bag and a box.’

Camacho (2003) reports instances of apparent CCA that show these kinds of intonational
breaks, but they are absent in Hindi-Urdu. Using the prosodyof (40) on (8a) is unaccept-
able. A break betweenthailii andaur sounds like a disfluency, and a break betweenbaksaa
andut.haa-yaais decidedly unnatural. Most tellingly, there is no need forthe two conjuncts
in (8a) to bear prosodic prominence or contrast semantically. CCA sentences do not share
the prosodic characteristics of RNR, a difference that an account of CCA as RNR would
have to explain. This would be particularly difficult in a PF-deletion account of RNR (e.g.
Hartmann 1998), since these accounts rely heavily on the prosodic properties of RNR.

6.3.1.2 The Subject-Object Asymmetry An RNR-analysis of CCA faces major prob-
lems accounting for one of the central empirical facts aboutCCA in Hindi-Urdu: The
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subject-object asymmetry. Challenges arise in two areas: explaining the difference in agree-
ment with subjects and objects in RNR remnants, and regulating RNR.

The first issue is that agreement with the closest object in RNR, the datum that lends
initial attraction to an RNR-analysis of CCA, is itself a phenomenon that needs to be ex-
plained. Agreement with subjects in RNR-remnants leads to matching effects, (19). This
sensitivity to morphological identity is a common propertyof RNR, illustrated for English
and German in (20)–(21). The presence of matching effects inagreement with subjects
shows that the availability of CCA cannot be a function of some special property of RNR
in Hindi-Urdu, unless there is an additional explanation for why this special property is
only present in agreement with objects. Attributing CCA to RNR merely shifts the question
towards understanding why RNR affects agreement with subjects and object differently.

The second problem, possibly related to the first one, arisesfrom regulating where dif-
ferent sizes of conjunction are available. Since CCA with objects is all but obligatory, an
RNR account of CCA would have to postulate that apparent conjunction of objects is al-
ways RNR with only a single element, the object, in the RNR remnant. We will call this
covertRNR. Since CCA is not an option with subjects, covert RNR has to be blocked with
subjects. Put differently, an RNR-account of CCA has to reconstruct the subject object
asymmetry in agreement outside RNR as an asymmetry in the kinds of conjunctions that
subjects and objects can appear in. While objects would haveto be able to appear in covert
RNR, where the object is the only constituent in the RNR remnant, subjects would have to
be barred from it. In addition, the theory has to allow subjects to appear in RNR-remnants
when there is more than one element in the RNR remnant and be agreed with, (19). We do
not see a non-stipulative way of regulating covert RNR. Existing proposals about how the
size of conjunctions is regulated in the grammar (e.g.economy of coordinate structureof
Heycock and Zamparelli 2005:244) suggest that the grammar keeps conjuncts small when-
ever possible. This would rule out covert RNR altogether as covert RNR involves more
structure than DP conjunction. A proposal like Progovac’s (2003)Economy of Conjunction
Markingmight allow covert RNR as long as it makes available a more complex event struc-
ture, but there is no evidence to suggest that this is generally the case in object conjunction
in Hindi-Urdu.

In conclusion, an RNR analysis of CCA is not promising. It is at odds with the in-
tonation of CCA sentences and faces major problems in accounting for the subject-object
asymmetry.

6.3.2 Clausal Reduction

Aoun et al. (1994, 1999 also Aoun and Benmamoun 1999) proposethat FCA in Lebanese
and Moroccan Arabic is the result of the reduction of two larger, clausal conjuncts (Cama-
cho 2003 for a similar proposal), rather than agreement witha conjoined DP. We will refer
to this as thereduction analysisof CCA. An advantage of such an explanation, they note,
would be that CCA could be analyzed as an instance of independently existing phenomena
like RNR, gapping or stripping, without introducing new theoretical machinery. The ma-
jor piece of evidence in support of this analysis is the incompatibility between FCA and
number sensitive items (NSIs). A reduction analysis is inadequate for Hindi-Urdu because
it receives no support from NSI data and the mechanisms that have been argued to drive
clausal reduction in Lebanese and Moroccan Arabic cannot derive the facts of Hindi-Urdu.
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6.3.2.1 Number Sensitive Items The data in (25)–(27) show a mixed pattern of NSI
licensing. Whileek saath, ‘together,’ and relative clauses containing NSIs in (25) are com-
patible with CCA, elements likedonõ, ‘both,’ andek duusre, ‘each other,’ are incompatible
with it. We will show in this section that the incompatibility of donõandek duusrewith
CCA is not evidence for a reduction analysis, and that the compatibility of ek saathand
relative clauses containing NSIs with CCA is not evidence against a reduction analysis. We
hope to show that the existing NSI data in Hindi-Urdu have no bearing on the analysis of
CCA and should thus be set aside for now pending a better understanding of their relation
to agreement.

We begin with the data in fromek duusre, ‘each other,’ anddonõ, ‘both,’ in (26) and
(27) where NSIs are incompatible with CCA. The argument thatthe incompatibility of
NSIs with CCA supports a reduction analysis rests on the premise that the relevant NSIs are
incompatible with larger conjunction structures. This is not the case. The examples in (41)
show thatek duusre, ‘each other,’ anddonõ, ‘both,’ can take antecedents that are distributed
over conjuncts which are clearly larger than DPs.

(41) a. Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

[aaj
today

ek
a

baksaai ]
box

aur
and

[kal
yesterday

ek
a

thailaaj ]
bag

ek
each

duusre{i, j}-kii
other-GEN

jagah
place

rakh
keep

diye
give.PFV.M .PL

‘Ram kept a box today and a bag yesterday in each other’s place.’

b. Ram-ne
Ram-erg

[aaj
today

ek
a

baksaai ]
box

aur
and

[kal
yesterday

ek
a

thailaaj ]
bag

donõ{i, j}

both
vahaaãã
there

rakh
keep

diye
give.PFV.M .PL

‘Ram kept both a box today and a bag yesterday there.’

c. Ram-ne
Ram-Erg

[aaj
today

ek
a

baksaa]
box

aur
and

[kal
yesterday

ek
a

thailaa]
bag

vahãã
there

rakh
keep

{ diyaa/
{give.PFV.M .SG/

???diye}
give.PFV.M .PL}

‘Ram kept a box today and a bag yesterday there.’

What (26), (27) and (41) indicate is that the availability ofplural agreement in these contexts
is a function ofek duusreanddonõ, not a function of the size of the conjunction. When
these elements are left out, we find CCA in (26/27) and agreement with the closest object
(41c). The NSI itself is responsible for plural agreement. We have to leave open for the
moment how and whydonõandek duusrehave this effect, but the data suggest that they
do. In conclusion, the incompatibility of NSIs and CCA in (26/27) is not evidence against
a DP-conjunction analysis of CCA.

We now turn to the examples in (25) where CCA appears togetherwith number sen-
sitive items and show that this data should not be taken as evidence in support of a DP
conjunction analysis. The force of these data as evidence against a reduction analysis rests
on the assumption that the plurality that NSIs predicate over has to be introduced by a sin-
gle plural argument or a conjunction of arguments. We will show below that bothek saath,
‘together,’ and relative clauses can appear in contexts where the referents they predicate
over are distributed over conjunctions that are clearly notDP conjunctions. Example (42)
makes this point forek saath.
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(42) Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

ek saath
together

[apnii
self.F

naanii-ko
grandmother-DAT

ek
a

haar
necklace

bhej-aa]
send-PFV.M .SG

aur
and

[apne
self.M .OBL

nanaji-ko
grandfather-DAT

ek
a

ghar. ii ]
watch.F

‘Ram sent a necklace to his maternal grandmother and a watch to his maternal grand-
father together.’

ek saathpredicates togetherness of the necklace and the watch, but these noun phrases are
distributed over two gapping remnants and do not form a constituent. This means that the
compatibility ofek saathwith CCA in (25a) cannot be taken as evidence of DP-conjunction.
The compatibility of relative clauses containing a number sensitive item, (25b), is also not
evidence against a large conjunction analysis. Relative clauses headed byjo ki can take split
antecedents as in (43).

(43) [Ram-ne
Ram-erg

yeh
this

kitaabi ]
book

aur
and

[Sita-ne
Sita-ERG

vo
that

ghaRiij ]
watch.F

khariidii
buy.PFV.F

[jo
REL

ki
COMP

donõ{i+ j}

both
sale-pe
sale-on

{ th̃ı:/
{be.PST.F.PL/

the} 18]
be.PST.M .PL}

‘Ram bought this book and Sita that watch which were both on sale.’

Given thatjo ki-relatives can take antecedents that are not introduced by plural elements,
their compatibility with CCA is no indication that objects in CCA contexts are DP conjunc-
tions. Example (11), where the conjoined object binds a plural possessive pronoun falls into
the same category. The plural pronoun can take split antecedents that are distributed over
two RNR remnants as in (44).

(44) Ram-ne
Ram-ERG

[aaj
today

ek
a

akhbaar]
newspaper

aur
and

[kal
yesterday

ek
a

kitaab]
book

un-ke
their

maalik-ko
owner-DAT

laut.aa
return

dii
give.PFV.F

‘Ram showed a newspaper today and a book yesterday to their owners.’

The compatibility of these NSIs with CCA hence provides no support for a DP coordination
analysis.

In conclusion, NSIs provide no argument for or against a reduction analysis and thus
cannot inform the choice of analysis for CCA.

6.3.2.2 No Plausible Mechanisms for Reduction Additional problems for a reduction
analysis come from the fact that the particular processes that reduction analyses have used
to derive apparent CCA, gapping, stripping and RNR, cannot derive CCA in Hindi-Urdu.
Section 6.3.1 made this point for RNR. Gapping cannot deriveCCA because it places the
second conjunct after the verbal complex, deriving the wrong word order, (45). Stripping
structures like EnglishAtif saw Sita and Mona toocannot be the source of CCA either,
because stripping is marginal in Hindi-Urdu, (46), and evenif stripping was freely available,
it would yield the wrong order.

(45) Gapping:

18The verb in the relative clause can take either masculine plural or feminine plural agreement. We do not
know why that is. Despite this variability, agreement is always plural, which is consistent with the current
argument.
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S
Rina-ne
Rina-Erg

[Adv
kal
yesterday

ek
a

O]
bat.uaa
purse.M

V
khariid-aa
buy.PERF.M .SG

[&
aur
and

Adv
aaj
today

ek
a

O]
saar. ii
sari.F

‘Rina bought a purse yesterday and a sari today.’

(46) Stripping:

???Atif-ne
Atif- ARG

Sita-ko
Sita-DOM

dekh-aa
see-PERF.M .SG

aur
and

Mona-ne-bhii
Mona-ERG-too

‘Atif saw Sita, and Mona [saw Sita] too.’

In conclusion, NSI data from Hindi-Urdu cannot be taken as support for a larger con-
junction analysis, and the mechanisms that have been assumed to underly clausal reduction
cannot account for the facts in Hindi-Urdu.

6.3.3 Controlling Reduction

The initial attraction of reduction analyses comes from their use of independently observ-
able mechanisms to derive the appearance of CCA. Such an analysis promises an account
of CCA as a conspiracy of independent processes without introducing additional, possi-
bly language specific mechanisms. A problem that comes with this attraction is that the
use of widely available mechanisms makes it difficult to control where CCA is possible.
The subject-object asymmetry in Hindi-Urdu throws this into sharp relief. While reduction
analyses may offer some way of deriving CCA with objects, they run into deep problems
in explaining why it is absent with subjects. Neither RNR, nor gapping, nor stripping of-
fers an explanation of the subject-object asymmetry. Similar problems are to be expected
in accounting for alternations between CCA and resolved agreement in other languages.
A relevant example is the availability of CCA in VS-order andresolved agreement in SV-
order. Particularly problematic here are examples like AUX[S&S]V-orders in Standard Ara-
bic (Doron 2000, Walkow 2010), where the auxiliary shows CCA, but the lexical verb re-
solved agreement. A second example is the presence of CCA with only some agreement
heads (Brazilian Portuguese: Munn 1999, Serbo-Croatian: Boškovíc 2009).

The difficulty of controlling where in Hindi-Urdu CCA is possible scales up to a dif-
ficulty of explaining where CCA is possible cross linguistically. The mechanisms that are
supposed to drive reduction are very common, yet in many better studies languages CCA is
rather limited (see e.g. Munn 1999: Brazilian Portuguese, Findreng 1976 and Steiner 2009:
German, Camacho 2003: Spanish).

6.4 An Alternative: Making Inactive Features Invisible

This section presents an intriguing alternative that has been suggested by an anonymous
reviewer. The idea behind the alternative is that inactive features are invisible to later
AGREE-operations; thus they do not block them. A cleaner divisionof operations now
becomes possible: all valuation happens in the syntax, and PF’s role reduces to regulating
the closestpart of CCA. After describing the alternative proposal, we show that it does
not actually simplify the process of CCA resolution, and fails exactly where the difference
between valuation and MATCHING bears the weight of explaining the subject-object asym-
metry: RNR.
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Our proposal about T-agreement with objects in Section 3 builds on particular assump-
tions about the syntactic visibility of inactive features.They are still visible for MATCHING,
and thus keep T from probing into the conjunction. Differentassumptions about the visi-
bility of inactive features lead to a different result. Bošković (2009) proposes that certain
features are no longer visible once they have been AGREEd with. If the features of &P
simply disappeared as the result of object case assignment,T could probe past &P into the
conjunction. This proposal can be combined with the idea outlined in footnote 13, p. 25,
to give T access to all conjuncts. In footnote 13, we entertain the possibility that processes
like case spreading inside conjunctions could deactivate the features in the DPs of the con-
juncts when the features of &P are deactivated. Agreement with conjunctions would now
have to access the features inΦP just like agreement with unconjoined DPs. Combining
the assumptions about which features get deactivated as theresult of case assignment, and
these features not being visible to later AGREE relations leads to a situation where only the
ΦPs of the conjuncts are still visible to AGREEafter object case assignment. Since theΦPs
are below the DP-layer, theΦPs in the different conjuncts do not c-command one another.
As a result, they are all equidistant to T’sφ -probe. T can then AGREE with theΦPs of all
the conjuncts receiving multipleφ -values, as we propose happens in agreement with sub-
jects in RNR, Section 5. The postsyntactic component of suchan analysis would pick one
from among these multiple values to spell out, choosing by linear proximity. Such a system
allows a uniform treatment of valuation as a syntactic operation. In our proposal, valuation
can happen either in the syntax (agreement with subjects) orat PF (agreement with objects).
The potential alternative here allows a clean separation ofoperations into different parts of
the grammar. Valuation is syntactic, but CCA can prune its results at PF.

It might seem that the PF component of such an analysis is simpler than in our pro-
posal because it does not have to refer to syntactic information about relations between
the features in &P and DP, and between DP andΦP to find candidate feature bundles that
could value T’s features. These features are delivered directly by the syntax. This appar-
ent simplicity is deceptive. When valuation happens in the syntax, PF has to choose one
value from a set like {[M .SG], [F.PL]} when the two conjuncts are masculine singular and
feminine plural respectively. This is sufficient in van Koppen’s (2005, 2007) analysis of
Germanic complementizer agreement, because the choice is made by morphological speci-
ficity. In the system here, complications arise because values like {[M .SG], [F.PL]} carry no
information about where they come from. Hence PF does not have the information it needs
to choose which one comes from the closest conjunct. For thatdecision to be possible, PF
would have to trace back where the values on T came from, and make its decision based on
that recovered information. When looking at the whole system then, valuation in the syntax
affords little or no simplification of the process of CCA resolution. Rather it introduces an
odd loop of operations. In our proposal, the CCA resolution procedure is an algorithm that
walks through syntactic structures that are handed to it by MATCHING, to find values. The
first step of the procedure, identifying feature bundles that are linked to the goal of syntactic
MATCHING, is in some sense a PF extension of the MATCH operation that walks through
the syntactic structure in search of goals. Just like MATCHING leads to valuation in a suc-
cessful AGREEoperation, resolution of CCA leads to valuation after search of the syntactic
structure. In the alternative here, the process of search and valuation runs twice. Once in
the syntax, and then again at PF to reconstruct what the syntax did. Again, valuation in the
syntax makes the picture more complicated, rather than simpler.

In addition to not simplifying things, valuation in the syntax causes serious problems
when accounting for the subject-object asymmetry in RNR. Our proposal derives the dif-
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ference between matching effects with subjects and agreement with the closest object from
where in the grammar agreement is valued. Agreement with subjects is valued in the syntax,
and PF has to deal with the features syntax delivers, leadingto matching effects. Agree-
ment with objects on the other hand is not valued in the syntax, and PF can choose one
set of values for T. The way PF realizes the agreement features is a function of the activ-
ity of the goal’s features at the point of MATCHING. Valuation in the syntax obliterates
this difference between agreement with subjects and objects. Both are valued in the syn-
tax, and both deliver a set of values. There is no easy way of regulating when one of the
values delivered by syntax can be picked (agreement with objects), and when all values
have to be realized in one form (agreement with subjects). The only difference between
agreement with subjects and objects is the source of features inside DP. Agreement with
subjects is valued on DP, but agreement with objects is valued onΦP. The reviewer points
out that this difference could be linked to interpretability, φ -features being uninterpretable
on DP, but interpretable onΦP. ‘Interpretability’ of features is typically taken to mean ‘LF
interpretability.’ It is not clear that LF-interpretability should be visible to PF, or why it
would affect CCA resolution. Alternatively, one might takea page from Bošković (2009),
and assume that there are matching requirements when one probe AGREEs with multiple
goals, and that these matching requirements are keyed into the interpretability of the goal’s
features. AGREE could be disallowed, when the goals have mismatching uninterpretable
features (agreement with subjects), but allowed when they have mismatching interpretable
features (agreement with objects). Such a move, however, runs into problems accounting
for the role of morphological syncretism in overcoming matching effects.

In conclusion, changing the assumptions about the syntactic visibility of inactive fea-
tures allows valuation of all agreement in the syntax, but does not simplify the overall
resolution of CCA, and loses the analysis of the subject object asymmetry in RNR.

7 Overview and Further Directions

7.1 Locating Agreement in Grammar

We return now to the original question of where in the grammaragreement happens and re-
fine this question in terms of the two subcomponents of the AGREE, MATCH and valuation.
MATCHING in the system here is the operation that picks agreement targets based on the
φ -features that are visible on them. MATCHING is always syntactic. Valuation is the actual
transfer of feature values between probes and goals, and it can happen either in the syntax
or in the postsyntactic component. It has to happen in the syntax to derive the matching
effects in agreement with subjects inside RNR-remnants, and in combination with deacti-
vation, it is the driving force behind object case assignment bleeding resolved agreement on
T with objects. Valuation has to happen in the postsyntacticcomponent for all instances of
agreement with objects. This accounts for the fact that agreement with objects is sensitive
to liner order, can access conjuncts for valuation that are,under our assumptions, not ac-
cessible to the syntax, and can be computed from heads that are not autonomous syntactic
probes (PART/INF). This system can be seen as an implementation of derivational princi-
ples akin to theEarliness Principleof Pesetsky and Torrego (2001:400) that demand that
derivational operations apply as soon as they can. Valuation happens in the syntax when
MATCH identifies an agreement target that has activeφ -features, but is delayed to PF when
the target’s features are inactive. The system is a hybrid inthe sense that it allows the same
operation, valuation, to apply in two different modules of the grammar.
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One could try to push this system into one of two directions: (i) do all valuation in the
postsyntactic component, and leave only MATCH in the syntax, or (ii) do all valuation in
the syntax. One of the challenges of pushing all valuation into the syntax is to allow syntax
access to the final conjunct in LCA. Sections 6.2 and 6.4 discuss two attempts at doing
so. Both of them face serious challenges. Note that the potential alternative in Section
6.4, which is very close to our proposal, runs into problems exactly because agreement is
valued in the syntax. Where our proposal relies on valuationin different components of
grammar, RNR, avaluation in the syntax-system offers no way of distinguishing agreement
with subjects and objects.

In anall valuation at PF-system, the roles of syntax and PF in AGREEment are cleanly
divided. Syntax establishes formal links between probes angoals with the same types of
features, while all sharing of values is located in the postsyntactic component where these
values are needed in order to choose the right vocabulary items to insert. Our conception of
the resolution of agreement with objects would fit squarely into this picture. Establishing
abstract connections that are later used at PF is what syntaxalways does in this system,
not just when goals are inactive. Mining syntactic relations for φ -values is what PF always
does. The fact that valuation exploits PF specific information like linear proximity, or that
it applies to things that are not syntactic probes would not be out of the ordinary morpho-
logical processes that happen only in agreement with objects, but rather general properties
of valuation that can only be observed directly under particular circumstances.

However, such a system faces challenges in the same place as the all valuation in the
syntaxone in Section 6.4. It would have to attribute deactivation to MATCH in order derive
the bleeding relation between object case assignment and resolved agreement with objects
by T. This means the subject-object asymmetry in RNR has to bederived in a different
way. In the system proposed here, valuation that happens in the syntax is compulsory.
In RNR structures, T’s probe AGREEs with two subjects, hence gets both of theirφ -values,
causing matching effects when they are not the same. In agreement with objects, PF chooses
between the two MATCH relations that syntax has established. An account that locates all
valuation at PF needs a new way of regulating when valuation copies the values of all
MATCHing targets to the probe, and when it gets to chose among them.The mechanism
cannot refer to whether the features in the MATCHed category are active. Theφ -features
of both subjects and objects are inactive by the time that PF accesses them because in such
a system MATCHING leads to deactivation. It appears that instead, the choice mechanism
would have to appeal explicitly to the derivational history. Valuation at PF is copies the
features of all targets when their features were active whenT MATCHed it earlier in the
syntax. Choosing is possible when the target’s features were inactive when T MATCHed it.
Valuation would have to refer to the activity of features at aparticular stage earlier in the
syntactic derivation.

A third alternative, pursued in Bobaljik (2008), is to locate even the identification of
agreement targets that has been attributed to MATCH in all the proposals discussed so far
to the postsyntactic component. Bobaljik (2008) proposes that the target of agreement is
chosen based on morphological case. Morphological case itself, he argues following work
by Marantz (1991) and McFadden (2004), is determined by syntactic position but does not
itself affect the syntactic computation. Since an effect ofcase assignment on syntax is the
driving force of our analysis, such an alternative would have to reconstruct the difference
between subjects and objects, and between conjoined arguments and RNR in a different
way. Bobaljik (2008) only discusses how agreement targets are chosen, not what affects
valuation. It is too early to speculate what such a reconstruction could look like, and how it
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would compare to the proposal here.
In conclusion, the system where valuation happens sometimes in the syntax and some-

times at PF as a function of the activity of the agreement target offers an explanation that
extends beyond agreement with conjunctions to differencesbetween agreement with sub-
jects and objects in larger conjunction structures.

7.2 Further Directions

There is another restriction on agreement with objects reported in the literatures that the
proposal here might shed light on. Bhatt (2005) reports thatagreement with objects in
Gujarati, a language closely related to Hindi-Urdu, can be in number and gender, but not
person. The relevant facts are not observable in Hindi-Urdu, because pronominal objects
receive DOM, making them inaccessible for agreement. In Gujarati, objects that receive
DOM are still available for agreement in number and gender, but not person.

The proposal here offers an explanation for this phenomenonas follows. Different
proposals have linked person, in particular local person, to the D-domain (Ritter 1995,
Béjar 2000, Déchaine and Wiltschko 2002). Our proposal for unconjoined objects is that
the features in DP are made inaccessible to T-agreement by object case assignment. Since
person features originate in D and D is deactivated by case assignment, the postsyntactic
valuation of agreement cannot find another instance of person features, and they will be
absent from agreement. We leave a fuller explanation of these facts and their relation to the
current proposal to future work.
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